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1. Quenching of delayed PL can be used to detect transfer of triplet excitons
into another semiconductor.

2. The wrong assumption about the noise distribution can systematically
change your fitting results.

3. Singlet fission can improve the silicon solar cell with many different
transfer mechanisms.

4. FRET can be efficient even into an indirect bandgap semiconductor like
silicon, if the donor-acceptor distance is small.

5. Transfer of triplet excitons from an organic semiconductor into silicon can
be enabled by controlling the polymorphism of tetracene.

6. Doing the right thing is becoming harder, the longer you wait, but you
have to wait long enough to know what is right.

7. Once you think your problem has a trivial solution you have found a good
solution.

8. Science would work better with an alphabetical author list.

9. The simplest way of explaining a graph or concept is the most under-
standable and will have the largest impact.

10. What the reviewers accept as sufficient is arbitrary in first approximation.
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1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

This chapter will introduce the basics of solar cell physics, organic semi-
conductors and singlet fission, which will help in the understanding of
the following chapters. We will also quickly introduce the need for solar
cell efficiency gains and provide the context of solar cells in the green
energy transition.

*.* 1,3%) ."331 %#( +9" 6)""# "#")65 +)%#1'-
+',#

Manmade global warming is a key challenge in the next 20 years. We
have to reduce the emission of greenhouse gasses drastically if we want to
avoid the devastating effects of global warming. The Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change says in its fifth assessment report that we have to
reduce the amount of greenhouse gasses starting immediately if we want
to limit global warming below 2 !C [102]. Electrical power generation
is currently a large emitter of greenhouse gasses, so a climate neutral
alternative to fossil power plants is urgently needed. Solar cells are one
such technology for green energy generation, promising because of their
scalability and low cost [72]. In many places in the world it is now cheaper
to install new solar cells than to run existing coal power plants [67].
Compared to nuclear power the lower capital cost, construction time, and
the lack of nuclear waste is an advantage. Wind energy is another green
energy source that is complementary to the installation of solar cells since
the wind and sun are often active in different parts of the day, increasing
the availability of electricity in the grid. However, wind power is not
easily scalable, the cheaper on-shore wind parks often lead to citizen
complaints and a slow roll out, and off-shore wind turbines are three

1
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Figure 1.1: Select LCOE’s taken from Lazard LCOE 14.0 [67]. Solar on the utility
scale and wind power is now competitive with the marginal cost of
running and maintaining fossil fuel power plants.

times more expensive to construct, operate and maintain [132]. Cost is the
driving force in the energy market, any technology that is scalable and
has a lower cost than the existing power plants will dominate over time.
A good metric to compare the cost of energy generation between different
technologies is the levelized cost of energy (LCOE), which takes the sum
of all cost over the power plant lifetime into account. The investment
bank Lazard has released a study of LCOE for 2020, a selection of costs
are reproduced in Figure 1.1. The gray bars in Figure 1.1 are the marginal
costs for keeping paid-off power plants running, which is, amazingly, in
the same price region as installing a new wind or solar cell power plant.

If current technology is already so competitive, where is the need for
new solar cell materials and designs? First, we have to accelerate growth,
current installation speeds are not fast enough to meet expected future
demand even with constant 30% year-over-year growth until 2030 [46].
We will need a large overcapacity to electrify our economy. The trans-
portation sector is currently transformed by the advent of the electric
vehicle, but other fields like heating and cooling are also expected to
increase electric energy consumption dramatically. Especially heating
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during winter in the global north will need vast amounts of electricity,
which will require us to install much more solar cell capacity. Unfortu-
nately the increased demand falls in a time with lower average irradiance
levels. An overcapacity plus some storage will also allow us to alleviate
the problem of intermittent irradiation during the day and night cycle
and between winter and summer. Hydrogen is also discussed as a fuel for
heating, aviation, trucks and shipping. Currently hydrogen is generated
by splitting natural gas into CO2 and hydrogen, so-called grey hydrogen.
We will need large amounts of cheap electricity to replace this process
with electrolysis.

The costs of silicon solar cells have fallen dramatically already, but
since silicon solar cell generation is energy intensive, there is a lower cost
limit, although it is unclear where exactly it is [72]. The energy payback
time for silicon solar cells is currently around 1 year [92]. The main way
of reducing the cost of electricity generated by solar cells is the increase
of solar cell efficiency. Installation, land and upkeep are fixed costs and
are always expensive, so even a free solar cell would only cut costs by
around 50% [92]. These fixed costs do not increase for higher efficiency
solar cells, which makes efficiency gains the main goal for much of the
solar cell manufacturers nowadays.

However, silicon solar cells are already very efficient. The theoretical
maximum for silicon solar cell efficiency that can ever be achieved is
29.4%, the so-called Auger limited detailed-balance limit [130]. The cur-
rently reported record silicon solar cell has an efficiency of 26.7% (90%(!)
of the theoretical maximum), achieved with concerted efforts over the
last 40 years [40]. It is clear that additional gains will be even harder to
achieve, and additional efficiency gains with novel solar cell concepts are
needed. One of these novel concepts is the singlet fission-silicon solar
cell. In this concept high-energy light is absorbed in a separate layer that
can then split the energy and inject it into a conventional solar cell like
silicon. This concept has the potential for cheap manufacturing, since the
underlying solar cell would remain largely untouched. In the following
we will discuss how a conventional solar cell works, the principles behind
organic semiconductors and singlet fission, and the challenges that arise
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when combining organic and inorganic semiconductors to increase solar
cell efficiencies.

*./ '#,)6%#'. 1"&'.,#(-.+,)1 %#( 1,3%) ."331

!"#$%&'()%*&+! Semiconductors are the building blocks for all solar
cells, that allows us to extract the energy of light as usable electrical
energy. When a photon hits a semiconductor it can generate an electron-
hole pair, which can then be extracted with extraction layers and metallic
contacts to drive an electrical load. Each semiconductor has a bandgap,
which is the energy difference between the electron in the conduction
band and the hole in the valence band. If the incoming photon has an
energy smaller than the bandgap it will not be absorbed and can therefore
not be used to generate power. In case of a photon energy with an energy
larger than the bandgap energy the photon will be absorbed, but the
excess energy will be lost as heat. Both of these loss mechanisms are
fundamental when using a single bandgap, because the bandgap energy
is very well defined but the solar spectrum is very broad, there are always
photons that will not be used efficiently. This concept is visualized with
the real solar spectrum and the silicon bandgap in Figure 1.2.

",,$%$"'%- .$#$* A practical question is which semiconductor we
should select to have the most efficient solar cell. This question has been
answered by a detailed-balance calculation using a standardized input
spectrum of the sun [115]. The optimal bandgap is between 1.1 eV and
1.5 eV, which is fortunate since there are many known materials that have
this bandgap. Silicon is one of them, with a bandgap of 1.1 eV it has a
high theoretical maximum efficiency above 31%.

!$.$%&' Most of the installed solar cells in the world are silicon solar
cells [92], all aspects have been optimized for performance. This includes
surface passivation, which prevents electrons and holes from recombining
at the surface. The surface also usually has a micrometer-scale pyramidal
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texture which decreases reflection losses and leads to higher currents.
The surface with pyramids will look matte, as compared to bare silicon
wafers that reflect visible light and look metallic to the eye. On top of
the pyramidal structure a thin passivation layer is applied. This binds
the dangling hydrogen atoms at the interface of silicon which are recom-
bination centers. Often this passivation layer also acts as an additional
antireflection coating, as in the case of silicon-nitride layers, which is the
origin of the blue hue of many silicon solar cells. There are also effective
ways of separating electron and hole by doping silicon with impurities.

One route for a new generation of solar cells is to keep all the afore-
mentioned knowledge and technology for efficient silicon solar cells and
use new materials as an add-on to increase efficiency.

Silicon is an indirect semiconductor, which means that a photon alone is
not enough to form an electron hole pair across the bandgap, a phonon is
also needed for the transition. Phonons are quasiparticles of the modes of
vibrations in a crystal and their momentum is needed to absorb a photon
in an indirect bandgap semiconductor. For solar cells this additional
requirement is detrimental, it leads to lower light absorption coefficients
which requires the silicon layer to be thick. To absorb 90% of the light
incident on earth (AM1.5) the silicon layer needs to be at 50µm thick, in
the absence of any additional light trapping scheme [139].

"/%$*&'! $' !$.$%&' Upon absorption of a photon, an electron-hole
pair is created that is very close in space. Electron and hole are Coulom-
bically bound in a state called the exciton. In inorganic semiconductors
like silicon this state is of little importance since the binding energy is
small and electron and hole are readily separated. The binding energy
is inversely proportional to the dielectric constant. The high dielectric
constant of silicon is 11.7 leading to a binding energy of 14.7meV [58],
smaller than kBT = 25meV, the thermal energy of a particle at room
temperature. In other materials the exciton binding energy is much larger
than kBT , as we will see in the next section about organic semiconductors.
This leads to very different behaviors of the semiconductor, including the
main topic of the thesis, singlet fission.
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Figure 1.2: Solar spectrum and valence and conduction band of silicon. Photons
with an energy smaller than the bandgap will not be absorbed,
photons with a larger energy than the bandgap will be absorbed,
but the additional energy will be lost through thermalization.
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Figure 1.3: Molecular crystal of tetracene, an organic semiconductor consisting
of four benzene rings that exhibits efficient singlet fission and is the
focus of this thesis.

*.4 ,)6%#'. 1"&'.,#(-.+,)1

Organic semiconductors consist of covalently bound carbon and hydrogen
atoms, that form amorphous molecular films, polymers and molecular
crystals. They usually have a larger bandgap of (2! 3) eV [60], which
means they absorb light in the visible and appear colorful to the human
eye. In the following we will shortly introduce the optoelectronic behavior
of molecular crystals, starting with a single molecule.

012",)'%*$&'! $' &+31'$% #1*"+$1.! Each molecule has a so-
called molecular wavefunction, which describes the volume that an elec-
tron occupies. These volumes are also called orbitals, each with different
energies corresponding to their distance from the positively charged
nucleus. There are different kinds of orbitals depending on their an-
gular momentum quantum number. In carbon there are p-orbitals and
s-orbitals, filled with electrons in the lowest possible energy state. Two
close carbon atoms will lead to a hybridization of the orbitals called sp-
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Figure 1.4: Wavefunctions (blue) of the !-bond in ethene. Hydrogen atoms are
grey, carbon atoms are black. Modified, based on work of Günther
Gsaller “Some examples of molecular orbitals” CC BY 3.0

Orbital, two electrons in such orbitals can form a bond, the strong "-bond.
If two electrons in p-orbitals overlap they form a more delocalized and
weaker !-bond, the base for all organic semiconductors. Figure 1.4 shows
the !-bond orbitals for ethene, a simple organic molecule.

4&#& 1'( .)#& We shall now discuss the energy levels of the elec-
trons in these new bonds. The wavefunctions of the two electrons in a
bond can interfere either constructively, leading to a state with so called
bonding-character which leads to a new state with lower energy, or de-
structively, with so-called anti-bonding character and a higher energy
level. This energy split is depicted in Figure 1.5, the anti-bonding orbitals
are denoted with a star. This energy difference is very important, since
we can excite an electron across it. Just like in inorganic semiconductors
where the excitation happens across the bandgap, in organic semiconduc-
tors we excite an electron from the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) by ab-
sorbing a photon of the appropriate energy. The difference in energy is
determined by the exchange integral of the two electron orbitals. The ex-
change integral can be expressed as the interaction of the positive nucleus
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Figure 1.5: Electronic structure of ethene. Bonds form from single molecule
orbitals. HOMO and LUMO are orbitals with an energy difference
in the UV, larger organic molecules have lower HOMO-LUMO gaps
with absorption in the visible spectrum of light. All electrons are in
the ground state.

and the overlap of the two electrons centered around two different atoms.
Luckily, for many organic semiconductors the energy difference between
HOMO and LUMO is a couple eV , the same as photons in visible light,
making them attractive for solar cell applications.

"/%$*&'! An exciton is a multi-electron state of a molecule, taking all
electrons into account. In our previous case where we excited an electron
from the HOMO to the LUMO we also have to take into account all
the interactions between electrons and the smaller probabilities that an
electron occupies higher lying orbitals. The main contribution to the state
will still be from one electron in the HOMO and one in the LUMO, so
it is common to omit all other states and depict that as an excited state
exciton, called S1 or singlet exciton. However, it is important stress that
the singlet exciton is a multi electron state and has a different, smaller,
energy than the HOMO-LUMO energy difference. The difference between
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ground and excited singlet state, called the optical bandgap, is indeed
the actual energy that a photon needs to have to excite the molecule,
which can be slightly different from the HOMO-LUMO gap, also called
the electrical bandgap, that we described before.

The singlet exciton state refers to the exciton spin state, described by
the spin wavefunctions of all electrons. If we have two electrons with two
spin states, called up and down and a total spin of 1, we can arrange the
electrons in four states, three triplet states

!

|!!" , 1"
2
(|!#"+ |#!") , |##"

"

and one singlet state
!

1"
2
(|!#"! |#!")

"

. The difference in energy between
the triplet and singlet states is the exchange energy, twice the exchange
integral between the two electrons. If the wavefunction overlap is large
between the spin-up and down electrons in the HOMO and LUMO for
example, the exchange energy will be large and the triplet exciton will be
at a much lower energy than the singlet exciton.

The triplet exciton cannot be accessed optically, we cannot directly pho-
toexcite from the ground state singlet exciton to the triplet exciton, absent
a spin flip or spin mixing from heavy atoms that lead to intersystem
crossing between the singlet and triplet exciton states. This, however, also
means that triplet excitons cannot be directly converted to light when
they relax back to their ground state, the triplet exciton is therefore called
a dark state. A welcome side-effect of a dark state is that the fast optical
relaxation pathway is not available, which leads to a long lifetime of
triplet exciton states in the µs range, allowing for more time to extract or
convert energy of a triplet state.

*.7 1'#63"+ 0'11',#

Singlet fission is the process of converting an excited singlet exciton
state into two triplet excitons with about half the energy each. Since two
triplet excitons together have spin 0, just as the singlet exciton, this is
a spin-allowed process, and can be both fast and efficient. Since singlet
fission is an effective way of splitting the higher energy of singlet excitons
in organic semiconductors, it can be used to increase the efficiency of a
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single junction solar cell. In this scheme, we absorb high-energy photons
in the organic semiconductor, singlet fission generates two triplet excitons
that we then have to inject into a lower-bandgap semiconductor where
the electrical energy can be extracted. Effectively we then created a solar
cell with two bandgaps with a higher detailed-balance efficiency limit of
42% [22], but with potentially only one material needing to be optimized
for charge extraction.

The simplest way of depicting the singlet fission process is shown in
Equation 1.1 and Figure 1.6. An excited singlet exciton in an organic
material can be converted readily, on a subpicosecond time scale [119],
into a correlated triplet pair (TT) that is overall still a spin-singlet state. If
the coupling energy of the (TT) state is not too large then over time the
TT state can lose spin-coherence and diffuse into two independent triplet
exciton states, usually on two different molecules. This process is also
spin allowed, since the two spins of the free triplets also add up to zero,
but may, over time, lose spin coherence.

S0 + S1 ! (TT) ! T1 + T1 (1.1)

The two free triplet excitons can then diffuse in the organic semi-
conductor and have to be transferred into another semiconductor or
disassociated into free electrons and holes.

We can also monitor the density of singlet excitons over time and will
find that the quenching of the singlet state, and with it the photolumi-
nescence is related to the singlet fission efficiency. Certain singlet fission
materials like tetracene also allow for the backwards process, where
two triplets recombine to form a singlet exciton which can then decay
radiatively, called triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA). We can detect TTA
as delayed photoluminescence. This delayed photoluminescence can be
used to monitor the triplet population, and any quenching or transfer
mechanisms will be visible as a reduced delayed photoluminescence
intensity.
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Figure 1.6: States involved in the singlet fission process, as described in Equa-
tion 1.1

!$'3."* ,$!!$&' !&.1+ %"..! The main unresolved problem in the
realization of the singlet fission solar cell is about how the energy of the
triplet excitons can be used to generate electricity.

Since the triplet exciton is a dark state, singlet fission cannot be used
as a spectral downshifting layer that converts blue to red light. However,
triplet excitons can be transferred into inorganic quantum dots like
PbS which can emit light of the energy of the triplet excitons [21]. The
quantum dots used for this purpose consist of heavy atoms that provide
a large spin-orbit coupling, leading to spin mixing so the spin quantum
number is no longer a good quantum number. Quantum dot emission
and absorption can be tuned by changing their size, which is on the order
of few nanometers, by exploiting the quantum confinement effect. Tuning
the energy to accept the triplet excitons of many different singlet fission
materials makes quantum dots very versatile.

Another example for the successful application of a singlet fission solar
cell is the disassociation of triplet excitons in pentacene at a PbS quantum
dot interface [28].
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Attempts at disassociating the triplet exciton at disassociating the
triplet exciton with an electron accepting layer of C60 fullerenes have also
been reported and may also be viable, if the efficiencies are increased [76].

The most elegant solution would be the direct transfer of triplet excitons
into a bulk semiconductor like silicon, which has recently been shown to
occur when deploying a thin HfOxNy interlayer between tetracene and
silicon [29].

)5%&'2"+!$&' !-!*"#! The reverse process of singlet fission, triplet-
triplet annihilation, should also be mentioned as it is a closely related
process that can offer insights and tools useful for singlet fission solar
cells. The upconversion layer absorbs low-energy photons, generates
triplets via intersystem crossing and their energy is then transferred into
an annihilator where two triplet excitons are combined to emit a high
energy photon towards a solar cell [36], or in biological tissue to activate
medicine with blue light [106].

Recently, direct transfer of a triplet exciton has been reported between
a lead-halide perovskite and rubrene [86] which is relevant for singlet
fission solar cells as it is the inverse process and shows that transfer of
a band-like semiconductor excitation into a triplet state of an organic
semiconductor is possible.

*.: )"1"%).9 2-"1+',#1 %#( ,-+3'#"

The main goal of this work was to realize a singlet fission solar cell by
facilitating and investigating the transfer of triplet excitons at a semicon-
ductor interface.

How can we transfer triplet excitons over longer distances if they are
dark states? Is it possible to exploit FRET transfer from quantum dots to
silicon for that purpose and achieve high transfer efficiencies?
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We investigate the FRET efficiency from quantum dots into silicon in
Chapter 2.

Since there are many different triplet transfer processes available, what
are the challenges of realizing each of them, and if efficient triplet transfer
is achieved, what is the effect of the transfer mechanism on the singlet
fission-silicon solar cell efficiency? Can we, and should we search for
different singlet fission materials with different singlet exciton energies?

We calculate the solar cell efficiencies for three transfer schemes in
Chapter 3

If transfer of triplet excitons is the goal, can we use optical measure-
ments to detect it, rather than building a complete solar cell? What are
the limits of detection for triplet exciton transfer and how can we elimi-
nate other influences of sample to sample variation and other quenching
pathways to isolate the signal of triplet transfer?

We describe a new method of combining optical and height measure-
ments of tetracene islands on silicon samples to detect triplet quenching
in Chapter 4.

What kind of interlayer between tetracene and silicon can enable the
transfer of triplet excitons, and what influence does the orientation of
the triplet molecules have on transfer efficiency? How can we be sure to
detect triplet transfer, and can we quantify the transfer efficiency?

We show a solar cell with triplet transfer in Chapter 5 and quantify the
triplet transfer efficiency using a singlet fission model to describe delayed
photoluminescence decay data.



2 E N H A N C I N G S I L I C O N S O L A R
C E L L S W I T H S I N G L E T F I S S I O N :
T H E C A S E F O R F Ö R S T E R
R E S O N A N T E N E R GY T R A N S F E R
U S I N G A Q U A N T U M D OT
I N T E R M E D I AT E

This chapter is based on the following publication [126]:

Stefan Wil Tabernig*, Benjamin Daiber*, Tianyi Wang and Bruno Ehrler
“Enhancing silicon solar cells with singlet fission: the case for Förster
resonant energy transfer using a quantum dot intermediate” In: Journal
of Photonics for Energy 8.02 (2018)

One way for solar cell efficiencies to overcome the Shockley–Queisser
limit is downconversion of high-energy photons using singlet fission
(SF) in polyacenes like tetracene (Tc). SF enables generation of multiple
excitons per high-energy photon, which can be harvested in combination
with Si. In this work, we investigate the use of lead sulfide quantum dots
(PbS QDs) with a band gap close to Si as an interlayer that allows Förster
resonant energy transfer (FRET) from Tc to Si, a process that would be
spin-forbidden without the intermediate QD step. We investigate how
the conventional FRET model, most commonly applied to the description
of molecular interactions, can be modified to describe the geometry of
QDs between Tc and Si and how the distance between QD and Si, and
the QD bandgap affects the FRET efficiency. By extending the acceptor

15
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dipole in the FRET model to a 2-D plane, and to the bulk, we see a
relaxation of the distance dependence of transfer. Our results indicate
that FRET efficiencies from PbS QDs to Si well above 50% are possible at
very short but possibly realistic distances of around 1nm, even for QDs
with relatively low photoluminescence quantum yield.

/.* '#+),(-.+',#

The domination of the solar cell market by silicon led to the search of
add-ons that could increase efficiency while also maintaining low cost.
One possible way to increase efficiency is by downconverting high-energy
light using an organic material that exhibits singlet fission (SF).

In a single-junction solar cell, photons with energy above the bandgap
can excite an electron into the conduction band. Excess energy is lost, as
the charge carriers quickly thermalize to the band edge. Downconversion
schemes minimize the energy lost by thermalization, by converting high-
energy photons to lower-energy charge carriers. Downconversion via SF
can improve on the single-junction Shockley–Queisser [22, 115] efficiency
limit, raising it from 33.7% to 44.4% [47].

SF in organic semiconductors describes the conversion of a singlet exci-
ton into two triplet excitons, conserving spin. In tetracene (Tc), SF is faster
(90ps) [141] than other decay channels, which leads to a yield of almost
two triplet excitons per absorbed photon. The resulting triplet excitons
cannot relax radiatively to the singlet ground state, as this process is
spin-forbidden, leading to a long triplet lifetime. In Tc, the energy of the
triplet excitons (1.25 eV) [131] is close to the bandgap of silicon (1.12 eV),
allowing in principle for the triplet excitons to be injected into silicon (Si).
In one possible realization, the triplet exciton energy is first transferred
into a lead sulphide (PbS) quantum dot (QD) [129] interlayer and sub-
sequently transferred into Si [104, 146] (see Figure 2.1). Once the triplet
exciton is in the QD, the presence of lead with strong spin-orbit coupling
leads to intersystem crossing of singlet and triplet states. The spin triplet
and singlet excitons are energy degenerate (! 3meV) [57], which leads
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Figure 2.1: (a) Illustration of the SF-FRET geometry. A Tc-layer lies on top of
the PbS-QD (+ ligands) monolayer, which is on top of c-Si. The two
yellow circles indicate the two energy transfer steps, namely Tc!QD
(1) and QD!Si (2). (b) The Jablonski diagram, with the FRET process
between QDs and Si highlighted in red. S1 and T1 correspond to the
first excited singlet and triplet state in Tc, respectively. The excited
states of the QD and Si are indicated by QD* and Si*

to efficient spin mixing. Hence, the exciton can decay radiatively, in prin-
ciple allowing for energy transfer into Si via photon emission or Förster
resonant energy transfer (FRET). Transfer into lead sulfide [129] and
lead selenide [125] QDs was recently demonstrated with high efficiency
(> 90%) [129]. While energy transfer from core/shell CdSe/ZnS QDs
into c-Si [146] as well as inter-QD FRET for cases, where energy was
transferred among the same QD species [15, 16, 75] and between two
different QD species [15, 138], has been demonstrated, energy transfer
from PbS QDs into Si with a QD bandgap close to the one of c-Si remains
to be shown.

One of the processes competing with FRET is the emission of photons
by the QDs and the reabsorption in Si. For that process to be efficient,
careful light management to funnel photons into silicon is required. In
addition, the low external quantum efficiency of the Si cell near the
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indirect band edge might somewhat limit the achievable efficiency. Direct
energy transfer in the form of FRET would be an elegant solution to
allow for higher efficiency, as FRET can outcompete radiative energy
transfer at distances smaller than the system-specific Förster distance
R0, which is around 8nm in the case of FRET between PbS QDs [16, 70].
Once the exciton resides in Si it will contribute to charge generation, as
the extraction efficiency of state-of-the-art Si solar cells is close to unity.
Thus, the SF-FRET geometry could lead to additional current in Si solar
cells, if short distances between the donor and acceptor can be achieved.

Apart from radiative energy transfer or FRET, other transfer mecha-
nisms are also possible in the Tc-QD-Si geometry. The triplets from Tc
could be transferred directly into silicon, bypassing the QDs. This would
happen via the Dexter energy transfer mechanism [24, 104], which pro-
ceeds via correlated two-electron transfer. In this case, the excited electron
of the triplet exciton would be transferred into the excited state in Si,
while a ground-state electron from Si transfers into the Tc HOMO. Dexter
energy transfer could also act as a transfer channel from the PbS QDs into
Si. However, the Dexter transfer efficiency falls exponentially with dis-
tance from donor to acceptor due to the required wave function overlap.
Thus, Dexter energy transfer is only relevant for short distances < 1nm.
The QD ligands already contribute to a ! 1nm separation between donor
and acceptor. Hence, the overall contribution of Dexter energy transfer
will presumably be negligible compared to FRET, which has a weaker
distance dependency.

Sequential charge transfer from Tc or the PbS QDs to Si is another
possible pathway for exciton dissociation, meaning that the electron
would be transferred into Si and a hole would transfer from Si into Tc (or
vice versa). This mechanism would require sandwiching the active layer
between electrodes and is hence undesirable compared to the FRET or
Dexter mechanisms.

Here, we establish the theoretical requirements for FRET between PbS
QDs and Si, considering the QD bandgap, the distance between Si and
QDs, and the geometry of the interface. We find that FRET can be 80%
efficient when the QDs are within 2.5nm to the surface of Si, even for QDs
with a bandgap close to the Si bandgap. This is a much shorter distance
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compared to inter-QD FRET or organic molecules, mostly because the
molar absorption coefficient of Si is very low near the band edge. We
further find that the distance dependence is somewhat relaxed when
considering the Si surface as a plane or bulk acceptor. Finally, we lay out
the path to prepare the Si surface to allow for efficient FRET from Tc into
Si. Once efficient transfer of energy between QDs and Si can be achieved
experimentally, SF could provide a direct path toward more efficient Si
solar cells with minimal need for changes of the Si cell geometry.

/./ 0=)1+") )"1,#%#+ "#")65 +)%#10")

The FRET efficiency of excitons from QDs into Si, #FRET , is defined in
Equation 2.1. The main goal of this work is to determine how #FRET
depends on donor–acceptor distance, on the bandgap of the QDs, and
on the geometry of the system. The FRET efficiency #FRET compares the
FRET rate kFRET to all the competing rates, defined as the exciton decay
rate of the QD donor in absence of the silicon acceptor kD,0 [77]:

#FRET =
kFRET

kD,0 + kFRET
(2.1)

where kD,0 = 1/$D,0 and $D,0 represents the donor exciton lifetime in
absence of an acceptor.

FRET is a distance-dependent energy transfer mechanism between
two molecules, which are approximated to be point dipoles. Förster
derived an expression for the FRET rate [32], which depends on the
emission spectrum of the donor, absorption spectrum of the acceptor,
donor lifetime, and donor-acceptor distance. The classical as well as
quantum mechanical approach both lead to Equation 2.2 [32, 77]:

kFRET (RDA) =
1

$D,0

#

R0

RDA

$6

(2.2)
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where RDA represents the distance between donor and acceptor and
R0 is the Förster distance. R0 determines how strongly the FRET rate
depends on the distance and is given by Equation 2.3 [77]:

R6
0 =

9000

128!5NA
$

QD%2J

n4
(2.3)

In Equation 2.3, the prefactor summarizes several numerical constants
and Avogadro’s number NA. QD is the donor photoluminescence quan-
tum yield (PLQY), %2 is a parameter that depends on the relative orienta-
tion between donor and acceptor dipole, and n represents the refractive
index of the medium separating donor and acceptor. The parameter J

is commonly referred to as spectral overlap integral as it represents the
spectral matching of the donor emission and acceptor absorption spectra
and is calculated as follows in Equation 2.4 [77]:

J =

!"

0

fD (&)'M,A (&) &4d& (2.4)

The overlap integral contains the normalized emission spectrum of
the donor fD (&)and the molar absorption coefficient of the acceptor
'M,A (&), integrated over the wavelength & [gray area in Figure 2.2]. We
can use the far-field absorption coefficient of silicon for the near-field
(Förster) coupling, because FRET has been measured to also be phonon
assisted [146].

Figure 2.2 depicts 'M,Si and fD as a function of energy. The FWHM
assumed for the QD PL is 200meV, in agreement with literature [71, 81,
110]. The refractive index of the separating medium depends on how
one accounts for the contributions of the dielectric functions of the QD
itself, the surrounding ligand, and the spacer material. Following Yeltik
et al. [146], we consider the average of refractive indices in a straight line
from QD to the silicon surface. We approximate the refractive index as
constant for different spacer thicknesses. As such, nSiO2

= 1.45 is used,
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Figure 2.2: (a) 'M,Si and PL of 1.2 eV PbS QDs as a function of photon energy.
The gray shaded area indicates the spectral overlap between the
QD donor and the Si acceptor (J). 'M,Siwas taken from Green
and Keevers[42] and the PL spectrum was modeled as a Gaussian
centered at 1.2 eV with a FWHM of 200meV, which corresponds
to a broadening of " = 84meV. The PL has arb. units. (b) Molar
absorption coefficient of silicon 'M,Si as a function of photon energy.
The inset shows the measured transient PL lifetime for 1.2 eV PbS
QDs in solution.

which is the index of the SiO2 spacer layer in between the QDs and the
Si bulk. In fact, the QDs and the ligands will also influence the overall
refractive index, as the light will be influenced by an effective medium
given that the wavelength of emission is much larger than the distances
involved in our system. The refractive index of the QDs is well above 1.45,
and the refractive index of the organic ligands is between 1.45 for oleic
acid (OA)[18] and 1.5 (3-mercatopropyonic acid)[78] for most organic
ligands. Inorganic ligands like ZnI2 are very short so we can neglect their
influence on the electromagnetic field. However, since the ligands do not
fill the entire volume [81], we deem the approximation of n = 1.45 valid
for distances larger than 1nm. The orientation parameter %2 depends
on the relative transition dipole orientation of donor and acceptor [77].
Since the QDs have rotational symmetry, the dipole orientation in the
QDs will be isotropic, which yields %2iso = 23.17. The quantum yield
of PbS-QDs depends on various factors, including size [82], excitation
wavelength [39], QD concentration [39], ligands [114], and whether they
are in solution or in solid state. The choice of QD size is important because
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the corresponding bandgap has to be lower than the Tc triplet exciton
energy and higher than the Si bandgap, to ensure that both transfer
processes are downhill in energy. We choose QDs with emission centered
at 1.2 eV, which corresponds to an average size of 3.4nm [82]. The PLQY
for these QDs ranges from 20% to 55% [39] in solution and up to 15% in
films [1]. We determined the radiative lifetime of our 1.2 eV PbS QDs (see
Appendix for details on QD synthesis and PL lifetime measurement) in
octane as $PbS = 2.4µs (inset Figure 2.2(b)), which is in good agreement
with literature [16, 71, 82]. For a more accurate description of the FRET
rate, the measured lifetime of the QDs in solution should be replaced
by the QD lifetime measured after deposition on quartz, to obtain the
reference value for “infinite” donor–acceptor separation $D,0.

We exclude the effects of parasitic absorption in the QD layer because
we assume a submonolayer QD coverage. To be specific, the ideal QD
coverage to maximize transfer and minimize QD-absorption would be a
submonolayer coverage, where the inter-QD spacing is far bigger than
the inter-QD Förster radius of 8nm [16, 70]. Making this assumption
allows us to neglect any significant contributions of inter-QD FRET. Inter-
QD FRET should be regarded as an undesirable decay channel because
screening more QDs increases the chance to find a surface trap state,
and there will be a tendency to transfer toward lower energy QDs. The
upper limit for the QD spacing is determined by the Tc triplet diffusion
length. In the final geometry, the QD coverage has to be dense enough to
allow all Tc triplets to diffuse toward a QD, meaning that the ideal QD
separation corresponds to the triplet diffusion length of around 400nm [2,
133]. Such a QD coverage absorbs less than 0.01% of the solar spectrum,
and thus, we can neglect absorption of the incident light by QDs (see
Appendix for details on this estimate).

In the following, we calculate R0, which is the distance for that the
transfer efficiency reaches 50% in the dipole–dipole model. While this is
not exactly the case for the plane and bulk geometries we will introduce
later, R0 is still a useful quantity to estimate separation distances. As can
be seen in the upper plot of Figure 2.3, the values for R0 vary from 0.9nm
to up to 1.5nm, depending on the QY and bandgap of the QDs. The steep
loss of transfer efficiency below the bandgap of silicon (around 1.12 eV)
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can be attributed to the exponential decrease in the absorption coefficient.
The largest QD bandgap for which energy transfer from triplet excitons
in Tc was observed is 1.23 eV [129], and we indicate the QD bandgap
range by the gray area in Figure 2.3. The bottom panel of the same figure
shows the FRET efficiency, which obeys a relatively steep slope around
1.2 eV, compared to higher bandgaps, suggesting the importance of a
careful choice of the QD bandgap. The bottom plot of Figure 2.3 shows
FRET efficiencies for 1nm and 2nm separation distances, with varying
QY. Changes in distance by only 1nm around R0 lead to an efficiency
increase of up to 75%. The efficiencies at 1nm separation saturate for
bandgaps slightly higher than required in the given geometry at values
close to 100%. It is worth noting that high FRET efficiencies (> 65%) can
be achieved at realistic distances (1nm) even for a low QY (20%).

/.4 '#03-"#." ,0 6",&"+)5

Up until now, we have calculated the FRET efficiencies according to a
dipole–dipole model that does not take into account the extended nature
of the silicon acceptor geometry. We introduce two potentially more
accurate descriptions of the FRET rate in our system, in the following
referred to as “dipole—infinite plane model” and “dipole—bulk model,”
similar to earlier approaches [75, 142]. Our final geometry will probably
be best represented by the bulk model, and in the following, we show how
it differs from the more conventionally used dipole–dipole description
laid out above.

The silicon acceptor occupies one half-space instead of being a point-
dipole, leading to a modification of Equation 2.2 [65, 120]. For the dipole-
infinite plane model, the zero-dimensional dipole acceptor is substituted
with a 2-D acceptor extended over the x-y plane, assuming that the accep-
tor dipole of FRET mainly resides on the surface of Si (see Equation 2.5):
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Figure 2.3: The upper graph shows the QD bandgap dependence of the Förster
distance R0 for different quantum yields. In the bottom figure, the
FRET efficiency as function of QD bandgap is depicted. Dashed lines
represent a donor–acceptor distance of 1nm, solid lines correspond
to 2nmseparation. The colors correspond to the same QYs as in the
upper figure. The gray shaded region in both plots indicates the
bandgap range from 1.12 to 1.23 eV, which is the range relevant for
the transfer from Tc into Si.
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kFRET = "Si
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where RDA (rDA, r) is the distance from the donor dipole to an in-
finitesimal acceptor dipole, and "Si is the density of silicon atoms on a
<111> silicon surface ("Si = 7.8nm!2). After integration over the Si sur-
face (r is the radial component in polar/cylindrical coordinates), the rate
only depends on the distance component perpendicular to the surface,
thus on rDA. The parameterizations used are illustrated in Figure 2.5(b).

While this model is closer to the physical reality, it only considers the
Si surface. In order to include the Si bulk, we can integrate Equation 2.5
over the half space occupied by Si, which leads to Equation 2.6:

kFRET = )Si
!R6

0

2$D,0

!!"

0

1

(z # (z, rDA))4
dz (2.6)
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For the integration, z% (z, rDA) is split into the integration variable for
the half space z and the distance from the donor to the surface of the bulk
acceptor rDA, and )Si is the density of silicon atoms ()Si = 50nm!3).
The additional prefactor n/nSi arises because we have to consider the
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refractive index of the part of bulk silicon between the infinitesimal
acceptor and the QD donor as part of the separating medium. We use
a refractive index of 3.55 for silicon nSi, corresponding to the relevant
energy region (1.2 eV) [42]. A derivation can be found in the Appendix.
We note that the prefactor is independent of distance between donor and
acceptor. Mathematically, this is due to the choice of integration limits

and leads to an effective Förster distance R0,eff =
!

nSiO2
nSi

"
1
6
R0.

Figure 2.4 shows the FRET efficiencies for both models introduced
above. From comparison with the bottom panel of Figure 2.3, it becomes
obvious that for 2nm separation, the FRET efficiencies are improved
considerably up to around 85% for the dipole—infinite plane model
in the relevant region compared to 15% for the dipole—dipole model,
whereas the values for 1nm do not change significantly. This occurs due
to the different distance dependencies in different models and acceptor
dipole densities ()Siand "Si) in different models, as shown in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5 shows that the point model has the steepest distance depen-
dency, which is relaxed in the planar geometry, and the efficiency drop
with distance in the bulk model is the most shallow. The efficiency is
unity for small separations rda for all models and drops to almost zero
at 2nm for the point model, 8nm for the plane model, and is nonzero
even for separations exceeding 10nm for the bulk model.

Usually the characteristic length for FRET, the distance at which the
transfer efficiency is 50%, is in the order of 10nm (QD-QD FRET of
8nm [16, 70]) which is considerably longer than in the case of QD-silicon
energy transfer which we discuss in this paper. However, the FRET
distance becomes larger going from point (1.8nm) to plane (2.8nm) to
bulk (3.5nm) model. The slope is mainly determined by the distance
dependence of the FRET rate (Equation 2.1) which changes from r!6

(point model) to r!4 (plane model) to r!3 (bulk model). The absolute
efficiencies going from point to plane to bulk model are larger because
the FRET rate is dominant compared to base rate kD,0 (Equation 2.1).
The underlying reason for the larger efficiencies is that there are more
acceptors available in bulk ()si) compared to plane ("Si) and point (one
acceptor) models.
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Figure 2.4: FRET efficiencies for the “dipole-infinite plane model” (top) and
the “dipole-bulk model” (bottom). Dashed and continuous lines
represent 1nm and 2nm separation, respectively. The gray shaded
region indicates the bandgap range of interest. The colors correspond
to the same QY values as in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.5: The three pictures on the left show the three different models ((a)
dipole–dipole, (b) dipole–infinite plane, (c) dipole–bulk) and the
corresponding donor acceptor distance dependencies obtained by
starting from Equation 2.2 and integrating over a distance, surface,
or space. The colors indicate which lines in (d) the dependencies
correspond to. (d) The graph shows the FRET efficiency for those
three models at distances in the order of R0. The QD bandgap is
1.2 eV and the QD QY is 55%, corresponding to R0 = 1.26nm.
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With increasing distance, first dipole-plane and then dipole-bulk in-
teractions become relatively stronger as they take into account more
area/volume. Which model most accurately describes the distance de-
pendence in our QD-silicon geometry? While the bulk-model represents
the geometry more accurately, one could argue that due to the strong dis-
tance dependence of FRET, the majority of the interaction occurs already
at the surface, so the plane-model might be valid after all. However, the
spatial extend of the Bloch waves in silicon will ultimately govern the
transition geometry.

We note that the mathematical treatment shown here does not take into
account that part of the electromagnetic field is reflected by silicon, which
leads to a reduced donor lifetime for small distances according to CPS
theory [14]. Furthermore, the exciton in the QD could be more accurately
described as an extended dipole. The point-dipole approximation is
no longer valid if the distance between donor and acceptor is on the
order of the exciton (QD) size. If the separation between electron and
hole (1.8nm for PbS QDs [39]) is taken into account, the near field will
no longer be accurately described by the r!3 dependence used in the
FRET derivation. The final step would be the addition of a quantitative
description of Dexter transfer [24], which is a possibly competing charge-
mediated energy transfer. Dexter transfer has an exponential distance
dependence, which leads to transfer distances of around 1nm but it does
not depend on the absolute molar absorption coefficient of silicon (only
on the spectral shape), which could make Dexter rates comparable with
FRET rates in this case.

A factor that greatly affects kFRET is the overlap between QD emission
and Si absorption spectra. The QD absorption energy must be lower than
the Tc triplet exciton energy and the emitted energy of the QD must be
above the Si bandgap. The broadening of the QD emission spectrum leads
to additional losses when the emission spectrum broadens beyond the
given limits. Sharper QD emission spectra could be achieved with a QD
ensemble with sharper size distribution [51]. Apart from that, the Stokes
shift might influence the choice of QD size strongly. We now assumed
emission at 1.2 eV, which means that the absorption of the QDs would
occur at a higher energy. However, the absorption is limited by the fact
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that Tc triplet states impose an upper boundary for the QD bandgap of
around 1.25 eV.

/.7 .,#.3-1',#

In conclusion, we showed that FRET from PbS QDs to silicon is possi-
ble with sufficiently high FRET efficiencies, even for QDs that have a
bandgap close to silicon and low PLQY. While efficient FRET is only
possible over small separation distances in the order of a few nanometers,
those distances are physically feasible, given careful engineering of the
interface.

It is of great importance that the emission and absorption peak of the
QDs are between the Tc triplet exciton energy and the bandgap of Si,
with a narrow emission spectrum. Hence, to obtain high FRET efficiency
for using SF to improve silicon solar cells, a narrow size distribution of
adequate QDs leading to a narrow PL peak and to fine tuning of the
bandgap and emission yield of the QDs is necessary. Additionally, the
silicon surface needs to be passivated electrically and against oxidation
with a very thin (sub-nm) layer. Such layers can be achieved with thin
metal oxides [111] or self-assembled monolayers of organic molecules [9].
In case of the organic molecules, they could also act as covalent linkers
and passivating ligands for the QDs.

/.: %88"#('>

QD Synthesis and Passivation

The colloidal PbS QDs were synthesized via the hot injection method [49].
In order to obtain the 1.2 eV QDs we measured, we used a previous
recipe [8]. Most chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. For
those that were not, the distributor will be indicated. The octadecene
is degassed heating to 80 !C. A 20ml syringe is filled with 0.213ml
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of bis(trimethylsilyl)sulphide (synthesis grade) together with 10mL of
octadecene (technical grade 90%) in a glove box (< 0.5ppmH2O; <

0.5ppmO2) environment. 0.45g of PbO (99.999%, Alpha Aesar), 1.34g
of OA (technical grade 90%), and 14.2 g of octadecene are mixed together
in a three-necked Schlenk flask. At a temperature of 95 !C and under
vacuum, this forms a clear solution. Then, the temperature is increased
to around 170 !C in a nitrogen environment. Now, the Schlenk flask
containing the lead precursor is transferred to a heating mantle, which
is at room temperature. As soon as the temperature has reached the
injection temperature of 150 !C (for 1.2 eV QDs), the sulphur precursor
is injected into the flask with the solution being vigorously stirred. When
the solution has cooled down to 35 !C, 20mL of acetone are added.

For surface passivation with I2, we follow Lan et al. [66]. After the
completed synthesis, the QDs are precipitated with acetone in a glovebox.
After centrifuging for 4 to 10min at 4000 to 5000 rpm, the residual liquid
is disposed of, which is followed by vacuum-drying of the precipitate
overnight. The QDs are then redispersed in toluene (" 99.9%) to obtain
a concentration of 150mg/ml. Now, a 25mM iodine (99.999%) in toluene
solution is added to the QD solution at a 1:5 ratio and stirred for 24 h.
Afterwards, the QDs are precipitated with methanol and centrifuged at
1500 to 5000 rpm for 2 to 5min. The residual fluid is disposed of, and
after a night of vacuum-drying, the QDs are dispersed in octane to obtain
a 37.5mg/ml solution.

This solution is then diluted with octane to obtain a 4.4mg/ml solution,
which was used in the lifetime measurements.

PL Lifetime Measurement

The photoluminescence decay of the 1.2 eV bandgap PbS QD was mea-
sured in a home-built time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC)
system consisting of a 640nm pulsed laser (PicoQuant LDH-D-C-640)
with a repetition rate of 0.2MHz as an excitation source controlled by a Pi-
coQuant PDL 828 “Sepia II”. The signal was collected by a single-photon
avalanche diode (SPAD) detector (Micro Photon Devices, MPD-5CTD)
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connected to a PicoQuant HydraHarp 400 multichannel picosecond event
timer. The laser has a power of 14.6µW at the used repetition rate. The
laser light was filtered out of the collection path by a Chroma ZET 642-nf
notch filter and a Chroma ET 655lp long-pass filter. The TCSPC decays
were collected for 5 min.

Introduction of Bulk Silicon as Additional Separating Medium in the

Dipole—Bulk Model

The distance between the QD donor and the infinitesimal dipole acceptor
located at an arbitrary spot somewhere in the silicon bulk can be de-
scribed as rDA + z = z%. Here, z% is the total separation distance and rDA

and z are the parts in the SiO2 medium and in silicon, respectively. For
simplicity, we now calculate the case for z% perpendicular to the silicon
surface (Figure 2.6), but the following derivation holds for any angle
between the donor–acceptor connection line and the silicon surface.

The total refractive index ntot can be calculated from the effective
medium approximation, where ntot is the weighted sum of the two
individual indices, for SiO2, nSiO2

and silicon nSi:

ntot (rDA + z) = nSiO2
$ rDA +nSi $ z

Solving for ntot leads to

ntot =
nSiO2

$ rDA +nSi $ z

rDA + z
= nSiO2

(

rDA + nSi
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The obtained expression has to be substituted into a new Förster
distance, R%0, following Equation 2.3:
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where R0 is the ordinary Förster distance for SiO2 as separating
medium. This can now be substituted into the equation for the FRET rate,
which we obtained after integration over the surface:
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The equations above show the derivation of the n/nSi prefactor in Equa-
tion 2.6 of the main text. For the integration, substitution of variables was
used with u = rDA + nSi

n z.
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Estimate of the Fraction of Light That is Absorbed by the PbS QD

Layer

As a conservative estimate, we assume that the QDs are separated by
50nm on a square lattice, which is well below the triplet diffusion
length [2, 133]. This means that one QD occupies an area of 50nm$50nm.
The QDs are approximated as spheres with a radius of 1.75nm, which cor-
responds to a bandgap of 1.2 eV. The volume of the QDs was calculated
and divided by the area occupied by one QD, which gives an effective
QD layer thickness across the whole geometry of dQD,eff = 9$ 10!3 nm.
With this effective layer thickness, we estimated the relative absorption of
incident light by the QDs by using the Beer–Lambert law, as shown in
Equation 2.7:

IQD (&) = I0 (&)$ exp
&

!'QD (&)dQD,eff
'

(2.7)

Here, IQD (&) stands for the intensity of light behind the QD layer.
I0 (&) is the incident light intensity for which we used the AM1.5 solar
spectrum [52]. 'QD (&) denotes the wavelength-dependent absorption
coefficient of PbS QDs [48]. The relative intensity loss due to the QDs can
then be calculated, as shown in Equation 2.8, with the integrals going
over the whole wavelength range:

*Irel =

# &
I0 (&)! IQD (&)

'

d&
#
I0 (&)d&

(2.8)

This leads to a relative intensity loss of *Irel = 0.006%, which confirms
our assumption that QD absorption is negligible in our geometry.
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of the geometry for the bulk integration of kFRET.





3 R E A L I S T I C E F F I C I E N C Y L I M I T S
F O R S I N G L E T F I S S I O N S I L I C O N
S O L A R C E L L S

This chapter is based on the following publication:

Benjamin Daiber, Koen van der Hoven, Moritz H. Futscher, and Bruno
Ehrler, "Realistic Efficiency Limits for Singlet Fission Silicon Solar Cells",
in Preparation (2020)

Singlet fission is a carrier multiplication mechanism that could make
silicon solar cells much more efficient. We calculated the efficiency po-
tential of three technologically relevant singlet fission-silicon solar cell
implementations. We assume realistic but optimistic parameters for a
singlet fission material and we investigate the effect of singlet energy
and entropic gain as well as relevant loss mechanisms. If the transfer of
triplet excitons occurs via charge transfer, where the triplet exciton is
dissociated at the interface, the maximum efficiency is 34.6% at a singlet
energy of 1.85 eV. The viable range of singlet fission materials is large,
many materials with singlet energies from 1.3 eV to 3 eV can improve on
the silicon solar cell efficiency. For the Dexter-type triplet energy trans-
fer the maximum efficiency is 32.9% with an optimal singlet energy of
2.15 eV, enhancing the silicon efficiency is only possible with singlet fis-
sion materials that have triplet energies larger than the silicon band gap.
For Förster Resonant Energy Transfer (FRET), the triplet excitons are first
transferred into an emitter, e.g. a quantum dot, which can then undergo
FRET into silicon. For this transfer route the maximum efficiency is 28.7%

37
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Figure 3.1: Schematics of the simulated singlet fission and transfer process.

at 2.33 eV which is lower than the previous two because of additional
parasitic absorption and transfer losses into the quantum dots. We show
that the efficiency gain from singlet fission is larger the more efficient the
silicon base cell is, which stands in contrast to tandem perovskite-silicon
solar cells.

4.* '#+),(-.+',#

Solar cells are the most important cornerstone of transitioning the world’s
energy production from a fossil-based system to a CO2 neutral future.
The main solar cell technology in use today is based on silicon. Silicon
solar cells have shown large improvements in efficiencies and cost, the
technology is mature and highly optimized. However, the record effi-
ciency of silicon solar cells has improved only slightly from ! 24% to
26.7% in the past 20 years [87] because it gets harder and harder to
improve the already highly optimized cell structure and material quality.
Including Auger recombination in the thermodynamic detailed-balance
limit of solar cell efficiency leads to a theoretical maximum efficiency of
silicon solar cells of 29.4% [130]. The efficiency of the record silicon solar
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cell is 26.7% [41], which is a remarkable 91% of the theoretical maximum.
New approaches are needed to improve the efficiency further. In this pa-
per we calculate the realistic efficiency potential of singlet fission-silicon
solar cells with three different geometries and transfer mechanisms, each
with distinct advantages and challenges. These results can inform the
practical application and search for new singlet fission materials.

Silicon has a fairly low bandgap energy (1.12 eV), above which photons
are absorbed. A large fraction of the photons of the solar spectrum
have a higher energy and will lose their excess energy to thermalization
losses. These high-energy photons can be converted into electricity more
efficiently if they are split into multiple photons or excitations with
and energy above the silicon bandgap. If such downconversion can be
applied to silicon, we can build on the vast knowledge of silicon solar
cells without the need for large changes in silicon solar cell architecture.

Singlet fission is an example of a downconversion process that can
potentially increase the efficiency of silicon solar cells by using the solar
spectrum more efficiently. High-energy photons are absorbed in the
singlet fission material and form a spin-0 singlet exciton. In certain
organic materials like poly-acenes and perylene diimides (PDIs) this
singlet exciton will split into two spin-triplet excitons of roughly half
the energy of the singlet exciton [118]. For an efficient implementation,
this singlet fission layer would be placed on top of a silicon solar cell,
absorb all the high-energy light, convert each photon into two triplet
excitons, and transfer their energy or charge into the silicon solar cell.
The absorption-coefficients of organic materials are high at the energies
of the molecular transitions [61]. Singlet fission can also be a very efficient
process with efficiencies close to 200% in pentacene [140], meaning each
singlet generates two triplet excitons. The main bottleneck for the singlet
fission-sensitized silicon solar cells is the transfer of excitons from the
absorber layer into silicon.

Here we simulate how efficient a singlet fission-silicon solar cell could
be given realistic materials and device parameters. We find that the broad-
band absorption of typical singlet fission materials needs to be improved,
for example by sensitization schemes. The most efficient implementation
based on a record-efficiency silicon solar cell would be the charge transfer
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from triplet excitons into silicon with the highest efficiency of 34.6%.
This efficiency maximum is reached at a surprisingly low singlet exciton
energy of 1.85 eV with a realistic entropic gain of 100meV. The simplest
triplet transfer implementation, Dexter transfer, could also achieve high
efficiency (32.9%) but puts a stronger constraint on the singlet energy.
FRET shows the lowest efficiency potential of 28.7% because of additional
loss channels. Finally, we compare the behavior to perovskite-silicon tan-
dem solar cells and find that singlet fission shows the largest efficiency
improvements for efficient silicon base cells, while tandem solar cells
show a larger efficiency improvement for less efficient silicon base cells.

4./ &"+9,(1

We model the singlet fission-silicon solar cell by calculating the absorption
and exciton generation in the singlet fission layer, the resulting triplet
excitons are then transferred into a silicon solar cell model assuming
three different transfer mechanisms. The injection of these additional
charge carriers in the silicon solar cell changes the short circuit current,
open circuit voltage and fill factor in a nontrivial manner, depending
on the transfer mechanism. We therefore start with the description of a
silicon solar cell current-voltage curve and then add the singlet fission
current to the generated current in the silicon solar cell.

The silicon solar cell current-voltage curve is calculated with a diode
master equation following previous work [33]. The radiative recombina-
tion current calculated with the absorbed photons that have to be equal to
the emitted photons of a black body at room temperature, following the
detailed-balance argument. The non-radiative recombination is modeled
following De Vos et al. [23] and adjusted for the charge transfer case as
described below. Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) and Auger recombination
are described with a diode equation with an ideality factor of 1 for SRH
and 3

2 for Auger recombination [130]. The SHR recombination prefactor
is a fitting parameter for each solar cell. The Auger recombination is
modeled using an Auger coefficient that is dependent on the temperature
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and the intrinsic charge carrier density [130]. Unless otherwise stated we
use the record 26.7% interdigitated back contact silicon solar cell from
Kaneka [41] as a base silicon cell.

The absorption in the singlet fission layer is modeled using the Lambert-
Beer law. Upon absorption of a photon a singlet exciton is formed which
can undergo the singlet fission process. Singlet fission takes place with
a certain efficiency up to 200% which is reached in pentacene [140]. We
set this efficiency in our model to 190%, to account for inefficiencies
in different singlet fission materials. TIPS-Tetracene for example has a
singlet fission efficiency of 180% [121]. Each absorbed photon in our
model leads to 1.9 triplet excitons at half the singlet exciton energy.

However, the energy of the triplet excitons is not necessarily half of
the singlet exciton energy. In some materials like pentacene it is less
than half the energy, while in others like tetracene two triplet excitons
can actually carry more energy than the singlet exciton energy. This
surprising observation seems to violate thermodynamics, since the two
triplet excitons originate from one singlet exciton. The relevant measure
here is the free energy that includes the enthalpy (which we commonly
refer to as energy) but also an entropy term. This entropy term allows for
the free energy to increase during a reaction (one singlet to two triplet
excitons) if the gain in the number of states and therefore the entropy gain
is significant. The gain in free energy from the entropy term can be up to
220meV in PDIs (endoergic and efficient singlet fission [25]) and 200meV
in tetracene [62]. We therefore include an entropic gain of 100meV during
singlet fission in the realistic case and an entropic gain of 300meV as an
optimistic case. The entropic gain stems from the fact that the singlet
state has a lower entropy than the two triplet excitons. The number of
states that the delocalized singlet state can occupy is lower compared to
the two localized triplets, who can reside on many different combinations
of molecules, thus the number of states and entropy is larger. In tetracene
this entropic gain is the driving force for singlet fission [62], and other
materials could be engineered or selected for a high entropic gain by
optimizing the singlet and triplet delocalization and crystal structure.

We consider three different schemes of harvesting the energy of the
triplet excitons for the silicon solar cell. The transfer of charges from
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triplet excitons into silicon, where the exciton is dissociated at the inter-
face, the transfer of energy where the whole triplet energy is transferred
into silicon, or the transfer of the triplet exciton energy into an intermedi-
ate emitter which then transfers the energy into silicon by FRET.

%41+3" *+1'!,"+ Modeling charge transfer requires adjusting the
recombination current if the triplet exciton energy is smaller than the
silicon bandgap. This approach assumes that we can change the absolute
energy position of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) such that the LUMO aligns
with the valence band of silicon. If ETriplet < ESilicon the recombination
current is higher and the recombination gap is smaller by the difference
of the bandgap and triplet energy, as seen in equation 3.1, adjusted from
the general recombination equation [23, 89].

JRad0 = q
2!

c2h3

"!

ESi

E2
n

exp
&

En !

&

ESi ! ETriplet

''

! 1
dEn (3.1)

("/*"+ *+1'!,"+ The Dexter transfer model assumes that the energy
transfer is possible if the triplet energy with entropy gains is larger than
the silicon bandgap, assuming a perfect absolute energy alignment of
the singlet fission material HOMO and LUMO and silicon valence and
conduction band energy respectively. If the triplet energy is smaller than
the silicon bandgap, then the transfer could still be thermally activated.
Since the triplet excitons have a certain temperature and do not interact,
we use the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution in energy for an ideal gas for
the probability density of triplet excitons:
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We then integrate over all energies above *E, the difference of silicon
bandgap and triplet energy. This gives us the probability of excitons that
have enough energy to overcome *E due to the energy distribution at
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room temperature. We normalize by the integral over all energies to get a
probability. For all *E < 0 the triplet energy is larger than silicon bandgap
and the probability is 1, which also follows from the limit *E & 0.

PDexter =

#!
"E fE (E, 300K)dE
#!
0 fE (E, 300K)dE

,+"* *+1'!,"+ FRET transfer is modeled by using a previously pub-
lished model for FRET transfer efficiency from a quantum dot to a bulk
silicon acceptor. The distance between donor (quantum dot) and acceptor
(bulk silicon) is set to 1nm. The quantum dot has an emission energy of
the singlet fission triplet energy including entropy gains and a FWHM of
0.2 eV. This assumes that there is no Stokes shift. This is optimistic but
since there is only a very dilute layer of quantum dots necessary and we
assume that the quantum dots will be monodisperse, this which allows
for a very small Stokes shift [136].

4.4 )"1-3+1

6.6.7 Absorption in the singlet fission material

The absorption of any downshifting material should be large so that the
maximum number of incoming photons can be absorbed and undergo
the downshifting mechanism to multiply carriers and increase the pho-
tocurrent. Singlet fission takes place in organic molecules with a relatively
large singlet-triplet exciton energy splitting, thus with a large exchange
energy. Often these molecules are conjugated molecules. The absorption
of these organic molecules is considered to be strong because the absorp-
tion coefficient is relatively high compared to other semiconductors [61].
However, this is only the case at the absorption peaks at the specific
energies of the pi-orbital transitions, leading to a narrow absorption
spectrum if compared to the band-to-band absorption of most inorganic
semiconductors. Since the solar spectrum is broadband and reaches from
energies of ca. 0.3 eV (4000nm) to 4 eV (310nm), the fraction of absorbed
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Figure 3.2: AM1.5 Spectrum split into the light absorbed in a 300nm thick
pentacene layer and light that is transmitted through the pentacene
layer to the bottom silicon solar cell. Even a thick 300nm pentacene
layer only absorbs 32% of the light with an energy above the singlet
energy.

light of most singlet fission materials is very low. To illustrate this point
we show the absorbed solar irradiance in a thin pentacene layer of 300 nm
(Figure 3.2). Thicknesses below 300nm are typical for films used in singlet
fission solar cells [28, 76]. This thickness is also the order of the triplet
exciton diffusion length in polycrystalline pentacene of (40! 80) nm and
single crystal pentacene (350! 800) nm [98]. Figure 3.2 shows that only
32% of the power above the singlet energy is absorbed. 67% of the light
above the singlet exciton energy is transmitted and is lost to the singlet
fission process. Instead, the light is absorbed in the silicon solar cell below
the singlet fission absorber, where it adds current but does not benefit
from carrier multiplication. Even for a film thickness of 1000nm, around
three times the single-crystal triplet diffusion length, we still lose 34% of
the solar power above the pentacene singlet exciton energy.

The small fraction of absorbed photons from the solar spectrum in
typical singlet fission materials like pentacene and tetracene directly
translates into a smaller photocurrent gain. To illustrate this point, we
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have calculated the theoretical maximum solar cell efficiency for a system
that is ideal, where the only loss mechanism is incomplete absorption.
We perform a detailed balance type calculation, with the tetracene and
pentacene absorption spectra but otherwise 200% efficient singlet fission,
no non-radiative recombination except Auger recombination in silicon,
and no parasitic absorption. In case of pentacene there is a voltage penalty
since the triplet energy is smaller than the silicon bandgap. The recom-
bination of charge carriers in the dark (J0) does not happen across the
silicon bandgap but instead across a smaller gap equivalent to the triplet
energy, since this is the smallest energy difference where recombination
can occur. The larger recombination due to the smaller energy gap in
turn leads to a reduced voltage. Figure 3.3 shows the efficiency of a
tetracene-silicon and pentacene-silicon solar cell as a function of tetracene
or pentacene thickness, including the limits for an ideal absorber with the
respective absorption onsets (horizontal lines in Figure 3.3). The dashed
horizontal line shows the silicon-Auger limit, the solid lines represent the
efficiency limits of tetracene and pentacene if they were ideal absorbers,
which is also the limit for large thicknesses. We use energy at which
tetracene and pentacene start to absorb as the absorption onset of the
ideal absorber, which explains the discrepancies with the singlet exciton
energies. In this ideal case even a very thin tetracene layer increases the
current, but the efficiency gain keeps rising for layer thicknesses well
above the polycrystalline triplet diffusion length of ! 600nm [2]. A pen-
tacene layer however would have to be at least 950nm thick to improve
on the silicon Auger limit, which is many times the diffusion length of
triplets in polycrystalline pentacene [98].

Below we assess the influence of different loss factors on the efficiency
potential of singlet fission-silicon solar cells. Because of the poor broad-
band absorption, we treat the absorption of our theoretical materials as
ideal in the following, absorbing all light above the singlet energy. This
broadband absorption could be achieved by using a sensitizing layer, as in
a recent study where perovskite quantum dots were used as a broadband
absorber, then the excitons are transferred into a singlet fission material
where they can undergo singlet fission [73]. This additional layer makes
use of the efficient band-to-band absorption, with the penalty of a certain
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Figure 3.3: Detailed balance limit with the Auger recombination of silicon taken
into account (dashed gray line) for an AM1.5 spectrum. The effi-
ciency limit of a singlet fission-silicon cell based on this silicon base
cell with tetracene and pentacene layers of different thicknesses,
tetracene in red and pentacene in orange with an ideal absorber
case of the respective materials as horizontal lines. The singlet ener-
gy/absorption onset is 1.7 eV for pentacene and 2.3 eV for tetracene.
Triplet energies are 0.86 eV for pentacene and 1.25 eV for tetracene.
The singlet fission efficiency is set to 2 and no additional loss chan-
nels are assumed.
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Figure 3.4: Schematics of the three transfer schemes discussed in this paper.
Charge transfer includes the disassociation of the triplet exciton at
the interface and subsequent transfer of both electron and hole
independently. Dexter transfer entails the transfer of the energy of
the triplet exciton into silicon by concurrently transferring electron
and hole. FRET transfer consists of the transfer of the triplet exciton
energy into a quantum dot with subsequent transfer of the energy
from quantum dot into silicon via FRET.

transfer loss from the sensitizer to the singlet fission material. Since this
first sensitizing study already reports a singlet exciton transfer efficiency
of 80% and additional gains are likely possible, we do not explicitly take
this transfer step loss into account in the following calculations.

6.6.8 Di!erent Transfer Mechanisms

In the following we calculated the efficiency for three distinct transfer
schemes, charge transfer, Dexter transfer and FRET. We use the record
silicon solar cell with an efficiency of 26.7% [41] as a base cell into
which additional current from singlet fission is injected. We explore the
influence of different loss mechanisms and the difference between the
transfer schemes, depicted in Figure 3.4.
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!.!.".# Charge transfer

Triplet excitons can be transferred into a silicon solar cell by charge
transfer. In this transfer mechanism, the triplet exciton is dissociated into
electron and hole at the interface between singlet fission material and
silicon. C60 and other fullerenes are often used as an electron acceptor
for singlet fission materials and can efficiently dissociate the triplet exci-
tons [17, 91]. Here we assume that the electron is transferred into silicon
and the hole has to travel through the singlet fission material to an addi-
tional set of contacts on top of the singlet fission layer. The holes from
the photocurrent generated in silicon need to transfer through the singlet
fission material as well. The additional contacts and the long diffusion
through the singlet fission layer will lead to additional losses. A variation
of this transfer scheme is to use silicon top contacts to accept the singlet
fission holes by adding an additional electron blocking layer around the
contacts, in between the singlet fission layer and the metal of the contacts.
If the hole mobility of a singlet fission material is high this buried contact
could eliminate the need for additional top contacts which would reduce
parasitic absorption losses. In our model we assume a doubled series
resistance and a 3% parasitic absorption loss from the additional top
contacts. Further we assume 95% efficient triplet generation and a 95%
efficient triplet disassociation leading to an overall triplet yield of 1.805
per absorbed photon. We discuss the requirements for the hole mobilities
in the singlet fission material below.

An important element of modeling the charge transfer is the volt-
age penalty that applies if the triplet energy is smaller than the silicon
bandgap. The radiative recombination will then occur between the small-
est energy gap of the cell, which in this case is between the HOMO of the
singlet fission material and the silicon conduction band. We assume ideal
alignment of the LUMO of the singlet fission material and the silicon
conduction band. By the smaller effective bandgap the dark recombina-
tion current increases which leads to a voltage penalty for triplet energies
smaller than the silicon bandgap. In Figure 3.5 we plot the solar cell effi-
ciency of the charge transfer-singlet fission-silicon solar cell as a function
of the singlet energy of the singlet fission material. The singlet energy is
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Figure 3.5: Solar cell efficiency of charge transfer, Dexter energy transfer, and
FRET as a function of the singlet energy of a theoretical singlet fission
material. The horizontal grey line is the record silicon solar cell that
forms the bottom cell for the simulated singlet fission solar cells
with the different transfer schemes. Thick lines assume a 100meV
entropy gain, dashed lines assume an optimistic 300meV entropy
gain. We show the charge transfer (orange), Dexter transfer (blue)
and FRET (red) efficiencies. The most efficient transfer mechanism
is the Charge transfer, which also shows the widest possible range
of potential singlet fission materials.

also the absorption onset of our ideal absorber. The triplet energy is half
of the singlet energy, plus an entropic gain term. The entropic gain can
dramatically increase the efficiency of a singlet fission-solar cell as shown
by the dashed lines in Figure 3.5.

&5*$#1. "'"+3- Naively, the maximum singlet fission-silicon solar
cell efficiency could be expected at a singlet exciton energy of 2.2 eV,
twice the silicon bandgap of 1.1 eV. However, this is not the case as seen
in Figure 3.5. The optimum singlet energy depends both on the transfer
scheme and the entropic gain that is assumed. The charge transfer model
shows the maximum solar cell efficiency of 34.6% at a singlet exciton
energy of 1.85 eV at 100meV entropy gain, considerably lower than twice
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Figure 3.6: Different parts of the charge transfer solar cell efficiency for different
singlet energies. We can see that the voltage penalty decreases the
VOC below a singlet energy of 1.8 eV. JSF increases with lower
singlet energy, since more absorbed photons can be converted in the
singlet fission process. The current generated in silicon decreases.

the silicon bandgap. To explain this behavior, we show the three most
important quantities for the singlet fission-silicon solar cell efficiency: the
short circuit current from the singlet fission layer (JSF), the silicon cell
(JSi), and the silicon solar cell open-circuit voltage (VOC), in Figure 3.6
with the same x-axis of singlet energy as in Figure 5. JSF continuously
increases with lower singlet energy thanks to an increased number of
absorbed photons that can create two triplet excitons. At the same time JSi
decreases, but not as quickly since every photon absorbed by the silicon
cell generates at most one electron-hole pair. The voltage penalty, as seen
in the decreasing Voc with decreasing singlet energy appears slightly
below twice the silicon bandgap because of the entropic gain. Initially,
the increase in photocurrent compensates the drop in voltage so that the
efficiency optimum is in a regime where the solar cell suffers voltage
penalty. The penalty only starts to reduce the efficiency at below 1.85 eV.
The fill factor also decreases, similarly to Voc, albeit not as strongly. We
omit the fill factor from Figure 3.6 for clarity.
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!.!."." Influence of Entropy

The entropic gain discussed earlier also leads to an increased efficiency
and lower optimal singlet energy. Figure 3.5 shows the absolute efficiency
gain plotted for 100meV entropic gain and 300meV entropic gain. We
only consider the entropic gain during the singlet fission process in the
singlet fission material. Since there is also a certain density of states in
silicon it is conceivable that an increased number of available states inside
silicon could also lead to an additional entropy gain. Since the a change
in entropy during the process will lead to a gain in Gibbs free energy,
G via *G = !T*S with the temperature T and the change in entropy
*S. The increased Gibbs free energy could therefore increase (*G < 0)
or decrease (*G > 0) the transfer efficiency. The change in entropy can
be calculated with the formula *S = kB (ln+S ! ln+T ) by counting the
states in silicon +S, and the available states of the free triplet exciton +T .

We will now perform a rough calculation for the entropy gain for
the transfer between tetracene and silicon. The number of states of a
triplet excitons in tetracene has been calculated by Kolomeiskiy et al. [62]
by calculating the number of molecules within the Dexter radius of
(10! 20) Å. The number of molecules accessible for a triplet exciton is
19 for a Dexter radius of 10Å, 37 for a radius of 15Å and 61 for a dexter
radius of 20Å.

We can estimate the number of states in silicon by integrating square-
root dependence of the density of states (units: 1

cm3eV
) from the conduc-

tion band edge to 150meV above the band edge. We use 130meV since
this is the difference in energy between the tetracene triplet exciton and
silicon. Different effective masses for electrons and holes in silicon are
taken into account, and the integral is split into two with integration
boundaries for electron and hole from the bandedge to 75meV above.
This calculation leads to a density of states of 0.12nm!3. In silicon the
exciton size is much larger than the Dexter radius since the dielectric
constant is large (! 11) which leads to a large Wannier exciton of around
9nm radius. This leads to a large number of states available within the
sphere occupied by the Wannier exciton in silicon, namely 448. This
change in the number of available states would lead to an additional en-
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tropy gain of 76meV if the triplet state in tetracene has a Dexter radius of
10Å, 59meV for a Dexter radius of 15Å, and 46meVfor a Dexter radius
of 20Å.

The additional entropy term could be beneficial to the transfer efficiency
and potentially the solar cell efficiency. We calculated the entropy gain by
using exciton radii which is presumably only realistic for a direct Dexter
exciton transfer. Other transfer mechanisms might behave differently and
our naive assumptions might not hold.

In Figure 3.5 we can see that a higher entropy term would extend
the possible singlet fission materials to lower singlet energies, as low as
1.65 eV at 300meV entropy gain, where the efficiency is calculated to be
37.6%. We therefore conclude that it would be hugely beneficial if we
could control and increase the entropy gain to increase the singlet fission-
silicon solar cell efficiency. Also, most synthetic efforts towards new
singlet fission molecules aim for singlet energies above 2 eV. However,
our results show that low-bandgap singlet fission materials are potentially
even more interesting, since the peak of increased solar cell efficiency is
very broad thanks to the charge transfer and the entropy gain.

!.!.".! Space Charge limited current

Since the charge transfer scheme involves transport of holes from the
singlet fission material and silicon through tetracene, the low mobil-
ity of organic singlet fission materials like tetracene will make charge
extraction inefficient. This will be especially problematic since organic
semiconductors have poor broadband absorption as described earlier,
which necessitates thick singlet fission absorber layers. To estimate the
necessary hole mobilities and the resulting maximum thicknesses for any
singlet fission-layer, we model the system using the Mott-Gurney law of
space charge limited current. This model assumes that the contacts are
not introducing any additional barriers, that the holes are not transported
via traps or that the cell operates above the trap filling voltage. The
space-charge limited current then becomes

J (V) =
9

8
,µ

V2

L3
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Figure 3.7: Maximum singlet fission layer thickness as a function of effective
hole mobility. We assume a voltage drop of 0.36 eV and an extracted
current of 40mA/cm2.

with , the singlet fission-material permittivity, µ the hole mobility, and
L the layer thickness. We assume that we have to extract a typical current
from the silicon cell of 40mA/cm2 through the singlet fission layer and
that half of the silicon voltage drops over the singlet fission layer, set
to V = 0.36V. With these assumptions we can solve for the thickness
as a function of mobility as shown in Figure 3.7. We show three char-
acteristic singlet fission materials, a best-case scenario of single crystal
tetracene with a mobility of 2.4 cm2/Vs [107] would allow for a maximum
layer thickness of ! 1500nm, which would lead to an ideal efficiency of
36% (Figure 3.3). The mobility in polyacenes is typically anisotropic [45],
requiring aligned growth of the singlet fission material for optimal per-
formance. For pentacene the mobilities in two different crystal axes have
a value of 0.45 cm2/Vs in the ab-plane and a 10 times lower mobility in the
c-plane direction [45]. In real devices, the transport would most likely
occur in the low-mobility c-plane since that is the preferred growth di-
rection on silicon [122, 123], which would limit the singlet fission layer
thickness to 400nm.
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Since there is a long history of research towards high-mobility organic
materials for organic transistors [90] that has yet to overcome mobilities
above 20 cm2/Vs this is most likely a hard problem to solve with molecular
engineering. However, if we use a sensitizer to efficiently absorb the light,
we could design a much thinner singlet fission layer combined with a
thick absorber layer that also has a high mobility (e.g. a metal halide
perovskite), which in turn puts lower requirements on the necessary
hole mobility in the organic layer. Another strategy is the use of a bulk
heterojunction, used in organic solar cells to overcome low mobilities by
mixing the donor and acceptor phases resulting in much shorter transport
distances for example with a bulk heterojunction between the singlet
fission material and a hole extraction material such as PEDOT:PSS. Since
there are already strategies of functionalizing organic molecules with
TIPS groups such as TIPS-tetracene and TIPS-pentacene, a solution of
singlet fission material and hole extraction layer that could be spin-coated
is feasible. Similarly, a very thin singlet fission dye on a mesoporous
substrate, as is used in dye-sensitized solar cells, could also overcome the
absorption length problem.

As mentioned above, another route would be to add buried contacts
on top of silicon but below the singlet fission layer that collects holes
from both silicon and the singlet fission material. If the lateral distance to
a contact would be smaller than the film thickness, this geometry would
also allow for shorter hole transport distances. The lateral mobility in
organic crystals can also be higher than the vertical mobility. However,
the metal fingers used to collect charges on top of standard silicon
solar cells would be unsuitable for this scheme since they are usually
several millimeters apart. Metal grids with a pitch of 1µm have been
shown [59] and could be combined with a singlet fission charge transfer
solar cell. In case of a degraded singlet fission layer, the direct collection
of silicon holes at the silicon surface is also beneficial since the silicon
solar cell continues to be operational with an inactive, then transparent
singlet fission layer [55]. Despite the attractive efficiency potential, charge
transfer from triplet excitons into silicon has been attempted but not yet
experimentally shown to occur with high transfer efficiencies [76].
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!.!.".$ Dexter transfer

Dexter energy transfer directly transfers the whole triplet exciton energy
at once, by concurrently transferring the electron and hole into the silicon.
Since triplet excitons are dark states, FRET or photon emission cannot
occur directly, and Dexter transfer is the only accessible energy trans-
fer mechanism. For efficient Dexter transfer the wavefunction overlap
between the triplet exited state on a singlet fission molecule and the
accepting material has to be large. In upconversion systems it has been
shown that the triplet exciton states can be populated from electrons and
holes occupying bands in inorganic semiconductors. A recent example is
the sensitization of the rubrene triplet states by a lead halide perovskite
film [86]. These examples show the potential for large wavefunction
overlap between the excitonic states and the band-like states.

The first demonstration of Dexter transfer from triplet excitons, gen-
erated by singlet fission, into an inorganic semiconductor was from
tetracene into PbS quantum dots [129] and from pentacene into PbSe
quantum dots [125]. After a long search, triplet transfer from tetracene
into silicon has finally been demonstrated in a recent set of experimental
studies [20, 29], even though there is no conclusive evidence that the
transfer mechanism was indeed Dexter transfer.

In our model we assume efficient transfer if the triplet energy is suf-
ficient, meaning larger than the silicon bandgap. If the triplet energy is
smaller than the silicon bandgap then we assume that the thermal energy
can add to the total energy and allow the transfer. We implemented
this by a higher-energy population of triplets following the Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution. At room temperature the energy of 25meV is
small compared to the exciton energy, so the efficiency for Dexter transfer
still falls dramatically if the triplet energy is too small, as can be seen in
Figure 3.5 by the steep decrease of efficiency at lower singlet energies. In
practice the Dexter transfer solar cell would be very simple, just a single
organic layer on top of a suitably prepared silicon solar cell. We assume
no parasitic additional absorption since there are no additional extraction
or disassociation layers, and as above, a quantum yield of 1.805 for the
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singlet fission process, assuming an efficiency of 95% for both the triplet
generation and triplet transfer.

In comparison to charge transfer, Dexter transfer shows a higher effi-
ciency for high singlet energies above 2.1 eV since the parasitic absorption
is absent (Figure 3.5). The thick line in Figure 3.5 is calculated with an
entropic gain of 100meV, the dashed line assumes a 300meV entropic
gain. The additional entropic gain extends the possible singlet energies
further to down to lower values for potential singlet fission materials,
but shows the same abrupt decrease if the triplet energy is smaller than
the silicon bandgap. We can see that the possible efficiencies are lower
than in the charge transfer case, with a maximum of 32.9% at 2.15 eV
if 100meV entropy gain is assumed and 35.1% at 1.95 eV for 300meV
entropy gain. This transfer scheme, however, might be easier to realize
than the charge transfer or FRET (see below) since there is no need for
an additional top contacts or quantum dot layer.

For the practical implementation one needs to consider the silicon
passivation. Efficient silicon solar cells are typically covered with a layer
of thick SiO2 or Si3N4 which acts both as a passivation layer and as
an anti-reflection coating. For all transfer schemes the contact between
the organic material and silicon needs to be close, thus one needs to
remove the coating. While the low-index organic material would have
some anti-reflection effect, the full performance would likely need to be
restored by an additional anti-reflection layer on top of the organic layer.
Also, the silicon layer would need to be passivated electronically. While
some ultrathin layers have been developed (1.2nm of SiO2 [38] , 7nm of
Al2O3 [50], 15nm of HfO2 [147]), they may still be too thick to transmit
triplet excitons. In that case, ideally, the singlet fission material would
directly act as the passivation layer on silicon, for example by covalently
attaching a singlet fission molecule on the silicon surface [19].

!.!.".% Förster resonant energy transfer

Förster Resonant Energy Transfer (FRET) is the dominating transfer for
singlet excitons in organic semiconductors. However, since triplet exciton
states are dark states, they cannot undergo FRET directly. It is, however,
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possible to transfer the excitons into an emissive material, for example
quantum dots that have a large spin-orbit coupling so that triplet excitons
can be converted into emissive excitons in these quantum dots. Then
the exciton could be transferred into silicon via FRET. The main factor
determining the efficiency of FRET between these quantum dots and
the silicon acceptor is the very short Förster radius (distance at which
transfer efficiency is 50%), which means that the quantum dots have
to be very close (1nm) to the silicon surface [126]. The reason for the
short Förster radius is the small overlap integral between the quantum
dot emission at the silicon band-edge (1.2 eV) and the weak absorption
cross section of silicon, an indirect-bandgap semiconductor. In an earlier
work we have extended the FRET model that describes energy transfer
between two dipoles to a more appropriate dipole-3D acceptor model,
with a tunable energy PbS QD as the emitter and a slab of silicon as the
acceptor. The distance dependence changes from a 1

r6
dependence of the

dipole-dipole model to a 1
r3

dependence, making the transfer efficient
for longer distances. The Förster radius in the 3D acceptor model for
suitable quantum dots of 1.2 eV emission is 1.4nm. In this work we place
the dots directly at the interface, at a distance of 1nm. The resulting
transfer efficiency then depends on the wavelength of the emission since
the overlap integral of the quantum dot PL and absorption changes. The
PL emission wavelength is matched to the triplet energy of the singlet
fission material plus the entropic gain described earlier. Thus, we assume
no energetic losses from the triplet energy transfer into the quantum dot.
We assume no Stokes shift. The Stokes shift in PbS QDs originates in the
polydispersity of the ensemble [136], in our case the QDs can be very
dilute and presumably monodisperse, leading to a small or no Stokes
shift.

The triplet diffusion length can be short in this scheme since the QDs
could be intermixed into the singlet fission layer. The transfer efficiency
of triplets into the quantum dots is an additional loss channel and is as-
sumed to be 90% efficient, a realistic number for small singlet fission-QD
distances [129], leading to an overall quantum yield of 1.71. In Figure 3.5
we show the efficiency as a function of singlet energy. The FRET curve
follows the same general trend as the other transfer mechanisms, albeit
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with lower efficiency of 28% in the 100meV entropy gain case, because of
additional parasitic absorption, additional transfer losses and quickly de-
creasing FRET transfer efficiency at lower quantum dot emission energies.
Additional entropy gains of 300meV lead to a maximum efficiency of
30% at a singlet energy of 2.1 eV, extending the singlet exciton energies
with an efficiency gain to lower singlet energies, just as with the other
two transfer mechanisms. In a realistic cell, this transfer scheme might be
the easiest to manufacture, since it could be applied to any silicon solar
cell with a thin passivation layer. However, for thick passivation layers
that are currently the standard in silicon solar cells (for example a 80nm
Si3N4 passivation and antireflection layer) the FRET efficiency would
effectively be zero and one would have to rely on the photon emission
and absorption by the quantum dots, which necessitates new ways of
directing the light downwards toward silicon. We calculate the efficiency
potential of such a “photon multiplier” scheme elsewhere [34].

6.6.6 Influence of the underlying silicon solar cell

The transfer efficiencies that have been discussed so far have been cal-
culated with a record silicon solar cell of 26.7% efficiency [41]. This is,
however, not what is currently available commercially, so how does the
performance change if the base cell is less efficient?

To explore the efficiency potential on a broad range of silicon base cells
we used the same diode model as above but now with recombination
constants and resistance values that fit the IV curves for these less efficient
silicon solar cells. This approach is based on work of Futscher et al. [33,
34]. The models for different silicon solar cells allow us to run the same
calculations as before and observe the change with silicon cell efficiency.
Figure 3.8 shows the results, with the optimal singlet energy for each
transfer scheme and an entropy gain of 100meV and other parameters
as described above. As a comparison we have also included the results
of an earlier calculation of an optimistic case for a perovskite-silicon
two terminal tandem solar cell [34]. In this optimistic tandem cell the
perovskite top cell is as optimized in terms of non-radiative recombination
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and resistances as the current silicon record cell. We can see that the
improvement in singlet fission-silicon solar cell efficiency is larger for
more efficient base cells. This is in stark contrast to the behavior of
the perovskite tandem cell, where the efficiency improvement decreases
with more efficient base cells. The main reason for this difference is
that we do not have to change the base cell at all. The energetics and
voltage matching stays the same, we simply inject additional current.
Thus, to first order, the efficiency is increased by a certain percentage
of the silicon efficiency, which leads to higher absolute efficiency gains
for more efficient silicon cells. In the tandem solar cell, both cells have
to be electrically connected and the electrical properties of the full cell
are limited by each of the subcells, so it is easy to degrade the highly
optimized record silicon solar cells. Therefore, the largest relative gains in
efficiency with singlet fission can be found in already efficient base cells,
where they are otherwise most difficult to achieve and most valuable.

4.7 .,#.3-1',#

Singlet fission can lead to large absolute efficiency gains for silicon solar
cells. While the best silicon solar cells are now very difficult to improve,
with sub-percent level improvements celebrated as great successes, sin-
glet fission can potentially increase the efficiency of a record silicon solar
cell from 26.7% to 37.6%. Such a huge efficiency improvement could be
reached with charge transfer from the triplet state into silicon when all
processes work well: The singlet fission material absorbs all light above
its bandgap, the efficiency of singlet fission is 95%, the triplet transfer is
95% efficient, the entropic gain during singlet fission is 300meV and the
additional resistance and optical losses in the silicon cell are small (dou-
bled series resistance and 3% parasitic absorption). With the exception of
charge transfer from the triplet state into silicon, each of these quantities
has been demonstrated individually, but the combination will still be
a significant challenge to achieve. Yet, even somewhat less optimistic
assumptions can lead to massive efficiency gains. We have shown that all
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Figure 3.8: Calculated efficiency potential of singlet fission-silicon solar cells
for charge transfer, Dexter transfer and FRET, compared with the
efficiency potential of perovskite-silicon tandem solar cells as a
function of base silicon cell efficiency. Lines are a linear fit to the
datapoints. The grey line is the base silicon solar cell. The efficiency
gain grows for better silicon base cells in the case of singlet fission
cells, and vice versa for tandem solar cells.
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transfer mechanisms can improve on the efficiency of silicon solar cells.
Maybe most surprising is that the charge transfer route of triplet disasso-
ciation and subsequent hole and electron collection is most efficient and
most forgiving in terms of the viable singlet energies. The voltage penalty
is partially offset by the larger portion of light absorbed in the organic
material such that the efficiency gain is less dramatically affected than
naïvely assumed. Dexter energy transfer is simpler to implement but the
energetics of the process restricts the potential singlet fission materials.
FRET transfer is also somewhat promising, but the additional transfer
step has to be efficient and the parasitic absorption has to be low. The
distance between quantum dots and silicon also has to be small since
the Förster distance is small. All transfer schemes share the requirement
of direct access to the silicon surface which will require the use of new
passivation and anti-reflection coatings. A conventional 80nm silicon
nitride coating would not be compatible with these kinds of transfer
schemes. A good surface passivation is also crucial, otherwise the addi-
tional gains from singlet fission are lost via recombination at the silicon
surface, an especially important aspect in the case Dexter and FRET
transfer, as most charge carriers in the silicon will be generated close to
the surface. It is thus of great importance for these singlet fission-silicon
solar cells to find thin (< 1nm) passivation layers that lead to very low
surface passivation. Recent developments with metal oxides [29] and
molecular monolayers [134] show promise. Alternatively, schemes where
the singlet fission material injects the triplet energy at point contacts and
the remainder of the surface is well-passivated with a thick insulator
could work with existing passivation materials. Our work shows that the
search for new singlet fission materials can be potentially less strict on
the triplet energy requirements if charge transfer schemes were adopted,
but that the entropic gain is hugely important for the potential efficiency
gain, and should hence get more attention in the design of the molecules
and the crystal stacking thereof. A major benefit of singlet fission-silicon
solar cells is that it will be easier to improve on already efficient silicon
solar cells, which is most important for lowering the cost of solar en-
ergy. In that sense singlet fission-silicon solar cells may form the next
step after tandem solar cells have entered the market. They are easier
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to fabricate and implement, or maybe even retrofitted, and benefit from
highly efficient silicon base cells that are harder to improve in a tandem
geometry.
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E X C I TO N T R A N S F E R F R O M
S I N G L E T F I S S I O N I N TO S I L I C O N
S O L A R C E L L S : C O M PA R I N G
D I F F E R E N T S U R FA C E
T R E AT M E N T S

This chapter is based on the following publication:

Benjamin Daiber, Sidharam P Pujari, Steven Verboom, Stefan L Luxem-
bourg, Stefan W Tabernig, Moritz H Futscher, Jumin Lee, Han Zuilhof,
and Bruno Ehrler. "A Method to Detect Triplet Exciton Transfer from
Singlet Fission Materials into Silicon Solar Cells: Comparing Different
Surface Treatments" In: The Journal of Chemical Physics (2020)

Singlet fission is one of the most promising routes to overcoming the
single-junction efficiency limit for solar cells. Singlet fission-enhanced
silicon solar cells are the most desirable implementation, but transfer of
triplet excitons, the product of singlet fission, into silicon solar cells has
proved very challenging. Here we report on an all optical measurement
technique for the detection of triplet exciton quenching at semiconductor
interfaces, a necessary requirement for triplet exciton or charge transfer.
The method relies on growth of individual, single-crystal islands of the
singlet fission material on the silicon surface. The islands have differ-
ent heights, and we correlate these heights to the quenching efficiency
of triplet excitons. The quenching efficiency is measured by spatially-
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resolved delayed fluorescence and compared to a diffusion-quenching
model. Using silicon capped with a blocking thermal oxide and aro-
matic monolayers, we demonstrate that this technique can quickly screen
different silicon surface treatments for triplet exciton quenching.

7.* '#+),(-.+',#

The efficiency of silicon solar cells is already very close to its theoretical
limit [99], which drives the search for new concepts to increase power con-
version efficiency. Next to tandem solar cells, singlet fission has emerged
as a promising route to allow for higher efficiency [47], with comparably
simple implementation in solar cell devices, and spectral stability in
changing environmental conditions [34].

Singlet fission is the conversion of one singlet exciton in an organic
semiconductor into two triplet excitons of roughly half the energy [100,
118]. Triplet excitons are dark states that cannot transfer energy radia-
tively or via a Förster type process, only Dexter type transfer or charge
disassociation and subsequent charge transfer is possible. For an increase
in power conversion efficiency these triplet excitons need to be trans-
ferred into a lower-bandgap semiconductor cell to generate additional
current. One implementation where singlet fission enhances the current
of a silicon solar cell (in a narrow spectral range) relies on a tandem cell
configuration. Two separate cells are optically connected in series and
electrically connected in parallel [69, 91]. Fabrication of these tandem so-
lar cells would be equally as involved as conventional tandem solar cells.
It would be more elegant to directly transfer triplet excitons into silicon
which would not require any changes to the contacts of a conventional
silicon solar cell.

In contrast, if the triplet excitons could be directly transferred into the
low-bandgap semiconductor via charge or energy transfer, a very simple
device implementation would be possible. Such transfer has successfully
been shown for purely organic solar cells [68], into quantum dots [28, 125,
129], and silicon using a hafnium oxynitride (HfOxNy) interlayer [29]. In
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Figure 4.1: Schematics of the processes included in the simulation. Excitation
with a short laser pulse is followed by singlet fission in tetracene
and diffusion of both singlet and triplet excitons. Singlet and triplet
excitons have various non-radiative decay mechanisms that can be
summarized with one decay rate. Quenching at the interface is
assumed to be only present for triplets. The simulations allow us to
calculate the density of singlet and triplet excitons over time. The
singlet exciton density is proportional to the emitted photons, which
is the observable in our experiment.
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the last example, a single layer of singlet fission material on top of the
silicon cell absorbs the high-energy part of the spectrum, generates up
to two triplet excitons per photon, and injects the energy of the excitons
into silicon with an, as of yet, unspecified pathway; the injection has
to proceed either via direct Dexter energy transfer [24], where both the
electron and hole are concurrently transferred into silicon, or the transfer
of a single charge at the heterojunction interface. Dexter transfer is ob-
served for triplet transfer from pentacene into PbSe quantum dots [125],
from tetracene into PbS quantum dots [129] and from tetracene into sili-
con [29]. Charge transfer has been observed at multiple organic/organic
interfaces [17, 144], at the organic/quantum dot interface [27, 53, 145]
at the organic/a-Si interface with a quantum dot interlayer [26]. Several
attempts to show direct transfer of excitons or charges into crystalline
silicon remained unsuccessful or inconclusive [76, 95], and only recently
current enhancement of a silicon solar cell using a HfOxNy interlayer
between tetracene and silicon has been demonstrated [29].

One major hurdle in the path towards the triplet exciton transfer into
silicon is the detection method of such transfer. Triplet excitons are “dark
states”, meaning that they do not emit or absorb light in the absence
of strong spin-orbit coupling. The only direct optical measurement is
therefore transient absorption spectroscopy, which has been employed
to measure the charge separation dynamics at the pentacene/C60 inter-
face [105]. Transient absorption at the silicon interface is considerably
more challenging because the features in silicon are comparably unspe-
cific, and the absorption in the silicon solar cell reduces the signal. Further,
spatially resolved studies are even more difficult [143], and excitation
densities are typically orders of magnitude above those relevant in solar
cells which makes it difficult to draw conclusions from these studies for
solar cell operation.

A popular method to detect the contribution of triplet excitons to the
photocurrent of a solar cells is to measure the photocurrent as a function
of an externally applied magnetic field [144]. The field changes the ratio
of singlet excitons to triplet excitons generated from photons absorbed
in the singlet fission materials. At high external fields (100mT), the ratio
of singlets to triplets increases [79]. Thus, the photocurrent contribution
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from triplets decreases. This method is very accurate, but it requires
fabricating a solar cell, and the magnetic field measurement on a full
solar cell device requires careful separation of magnetic field effects from
the singlet fission contribution and form other layers in the solar cell stack.
It is also a measurement that is typically done on bulk films which means
that each variation in the materials parameters requires the fabrication of
a separate solar cell.

Similarly, to the magnetic field measurement of the photocurrent of
a solar cell, one can use the photoluminescence of the low bandgap
semiconductor as an indication for energy transfer. If excitons are injected
into silicon, then the photoluminescence (PL) of silicon can be used to
measure triplet and singlet exciton injection [29]. The change of PL with
magnetic field allows one to distinguish between triplet and singlet
exciton injection. However, for example for silicon the photoluminescence
quantum yield of silicon is weak, and normal silicon detectors cannot
be used which complicates the measurement. Since a green laser beam
excitation will also be absorbed in the silicon, the change of total PL from
exciton injection is small, especially for thin singlet fission layers.

Recently, the external quantum efficiency has been used to study the
photocurrent contribution from singlet fission materials [29, 76]. If all
triplet excitons are utilized for photocurrent, the internal quantum effi-
ciency of the singlet fission materials would be close to 2, which would
increase the external quantum efficiency of the silicon solar cell. So far,
however, the contributions from triplet excitons could only clearly be
distinguished from the noise for very efficient transfer of triplet exci-
tons [29]. The noise level and therefore the error is comparably high
because the method relies on accurate optical modeling of the full solar
cell stack and the comparison with a reference cell. Again, this method
also requires solar cell fabrication, which adds fabrication complications
and additional potential for errors.

A necessary requirement for the transfer of triplet exciton energy or
charge is the quenching of the triplet exciton at the organic/silicon in-
terface. This effect was used to study exciton transfer by Piland and
co-workers [95]. They deposited tetracene layers of varying thicknesses,
with and without an insulating spacer layer. They used quenching of the
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delayed luminescence lifetime to detect any transfer of triplet excitons at
the tetracene/silicon interface. Again, no clear sign of transfer was de-
tected. This method relies on a material that shows delayed fluorescence,
originating from the recombination of two triplet excitons into an emis-
sive singlet exciton. It also requires separate samples for each thickness,
and is a bulk method, without spatial resolution, while tetracene forms
an intricate microstructure [83] which influences singlet fission rates [5].

Here we measure the quenching of the delayed fluorescence with high
spatial resolution on a silicon sample covered in many single-crystal
tetracene islands of different thickness. We therefore can measure the
lifetime quenching for hundreds of different thicknesses in a single mea-
surement on a single sample under the very same conditions (deposition,
interface, light excitation and collection). We use this rapid and accurate
method to study triplet transfer on tetracene/silicon samples with dif-
ferent interfacial surface treatments, and compare the result to a model
of exciton diffusion and transfer. Despite very thin interfacial layers on
silicon, and comparable passivation across surface treatments, we find no
evidence for transfer of either charge or excitons into silicon. We speculate
about the possible reasons and suggest a path towards efficient transfer.

7./ )"1-3+1 %#( ('1.-11',#

9.8.7 Quenching on the Interface as a Function of Thickness

A necessary requirement for triplet energy transfer is the change in the
delayed fluorescence as a function of distance to the interface. The pho-
toluminescence of singlet fission materials such as tetracene commonly
shows two decay components in the polycrystalline thin films, prompt
and delayed fluorescence [11]. The prompt fluorescence is due to the
quenching of singlet exciton recombination by singlet fission, while the
delayed fluorescence stems from the recombination of two triplet excitons
to form an emissive singlet state. If the triplet excitons transfer across
the interface, then the excitons that experience the interface during their
lifetime are quenched (Figure 4.2). Thus, for efficient triplet (singlet)
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Figure 4.2: Simulation of the singlet density (proportional to the PL intensity)
as a function of time. Different colors represent different thicknesses
of the tetracene slab. The delayed fluorescence slows down with
thicker tetracene layers.

transfer, thinner films will show a shorter delayed (prompt) fluorescence
compared to thicker films [95].

To simulate the effect of surface quenching on the photoluminescence
we modeled the generation, diffusion and extinction of singlet and triplet
excitons. The singlet exciton density profile follows the absorption in
tetracene, described by the Beer-Lambert law. Interference effects only
have a small effect on the absorption profile, as shown by transfer matrix
modeling in the Appendix. We follow Piland et al. [95] to model the
generation and recombination of singlet and triplet excitons and add a
1D-diffusion term for singlet and triplet excitons. The quenching (e.g. by
transfer into silicon) of triplet excitons is modeled via different bound-
ary conditions at the tetracene silicon interface. We initially assume full
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quenching but the model also allows to use different quenching efficien-
cies (surface recombination velocities), as described in the Appendix.
The photoluminescence intensity is proportional to the singlet exciton
density, which allows us to predict the photoluminescence transients for
tetracene islands with different thicknesses. The model shows how the
delayed lifetime depends on the film thickness when assuming perfect
transfer (Figure 4.2). The model is described by the following differential
equations for singlet density (S) and triplet density (T ):

-S (z, t)
-t

= !kSDS (z, t) + kTST (z, t)2+

+excitation (t) e
!

z
z0 +DiffS

-2S (z, t)
-z2

-T (z, t)
-t

= !kTDT (z, t)! kTST (z, t)2 ! kTTT (z, t)2

+(kISC + 2kfiss)S (z, t) +DiffT
-2T (z, t)

-z2

The rates kSD and kTD are the sum of all singlet and triplet decay mech-
anisms respectively, kTS the triplet to singlet decay rate. excitation(t)
is the excitation laser profile with time, multiplied with the exponential
decrease of the light intensity according to the Beer-Lambert law inside
the slab. DiffSand DiffTare the average diffusion constants for singlets
and triplet excitons. kTT is the triplet-triplet annihilation rate. kISC is the
intersystem crossing rate and kfiss is the singlet fission rate. All constants
are taken from literature and are shown in the Appendix.

The prompt fluorescence lifetime is only determined by the singlet
fission rate, which does not change with tetracene thickness. The delayed
fluorescence becomes slower with thicker tetracene layers and levels off
after 500nm (Figure 4.4).

Using our diffusion model, we find that the delayed lifetime should
in fact depend on the distance to the interface, while the prompt fluo-
rescence lifetime should be independent of that distance (Figure 4.11 in
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Appendix). Note that the length-scales involved here are shorter than the
length-scales at which we expect a change in optical coupling into the
Si from the refractive index difference and Purcell enhancement of the
lifetime because of an enhanced local optical density of states close to a
semiconductor interface.

Tetracene, the prototypical singlet fission material, grows in islands
on the silicon surface for nominally thin films. These presumably single-
crystal islands show a range of thicknesses and can hence be used to
distinguish the change in delayed lifetime for a range of distances to the
surface. We note that when observing a large area of different islands,
any effect of different island heights will be averaged out. Thus, here we
probe the lifetime of the islands individually by microscopically-resolved
photoluminescence lifetime, and correlate the delayed lifetime of each
island to its height. It has been shown that morphology has an influence
on singlet fission efficiency [31, 93] and that the growth mode of tetracene
changes from 3D to 2D growth with increasing deposition rates above a
few Å/s [83]. The tetracene islands in this experiment are grown with a
deposition rate of 1Å/s for all samples, so we can assume that the growth
mode stays constant between islands and between samples.

A well-performing silicon solar cell needs a good surface passivation,
usually accomplished by amorphous silicon layers, highly doped layers
or SiNx passivation layers. All these layers do not allow for free access
to the front side of the silicon that is necessary for direct energy transfer
from tetracene into silicon. The close distance needed between tetracene
and silicon precludes a thick passivation layer, we therefore probe the
transfer on thinner passivating layers. One such passivating interlayer
is a short organic molecule that is covalently bound the top layer of
silicon atoms. It has been shown that such organic passivation layers
can reach a surface recombination velocity comparable to that of good
inorganic passivation layers [116]. This layer of organic molecules can
also prevent the growth of a native oxide layer between tetracene and
silicon. In addition to the passivation and close distance to the surface,
the organic molecules could also be used to control the tetracene growth,
and therefore its orientation. The orientation of the tetracene molecules
on the silicon surface determines the degree of wavefunction overlap
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between the triplet exciton and silicon; a larger wavefunction overlap
integral leads to a more efficient exciton transfer.

The alignment of the tetracene molecules at the surface depends both
on the deposition conditions and on the surface energies, which can be
tuned with different capping layers of the organic passivation. We have
attached molecules consisting of four benzene rings (pyrene) as interlay-
ers, designed to facilitate the transfer of triplet excitons, and we compare
them to our reference sample of thin 2.4 nm thermally grown layers of
silicon oxide, which will block the short range (< 1nm [88]) Dexter type
transfer. The Appendix contains the details of the surface modification
procedure of aromatic alkynes (phenyl acetylene, 2-ethynylnaphtalene,
1-ethynylpyrene) on hydrogen terminated silicon surface and their char-
acterization. We use ellipsometry and XPS to measure their thickness to
be between 1nm and 1.4nm; water contact angles to assess their quality
and AFM to measure film roughness (see Appendix).

9.8.8 AFM and TCSPC overlay

To measure the delayed fluorescence lifetime as a function of island height,
we mark a spot on our substrate and measure both the height of the
islands using AFM, and the lifetime using time-correlated single photon
counting (TCSPC) microscopy. We then use an automated algorithm
overlap the measurements, find the individual islands, and compare the
height and lifetime of each of the islands (Figure 4.3)

We combine all pixels that make up an island in the TCPSC data to
calculate the lifetime average over that island. From the AFM data of
each island we choose to use the mean of the highest 25% of pixels as a
measure for the height of an island. Using the mean of all pixels yields
similar results (see Figure 4.16 in Appendix).

Fitting the TCSPC data of the PL decay presents a unique set of chal-
lenges. We measure the islands microscopically, therefore we only collect
few counts in the delayed fluorescence decay, on the order of 100 photons
per island in total. The decay is not mono-exponential, a fact we can
already see in our model and the raw decay trace data. We found that
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Figure 4.3: Visualization of algorithm that overlays AFM and TCSPC data and
identifies islands in both data sets.

the proper accounting of the Poissonian distribution of photons in the
low count regime and the choice of a simple fitting model are critical to
extract the correct correlation between lifetime and height. Fitting the
decay traces with an unsuitable method, for example assuming Gaussian
noise, can lead to correlations that are an artifact of the assumption and
not the data. More insight into the lifetime fitting and a link to our fitting
script can be found in the Appendix.

9.8.6 Comparing the di!usion model with two surface functionalizations

Plotting the delayed lifetime of each island against the height of each
island allows us to detect correlations between the two. If there was
efficient transfer of triplet excitons, we would expect longer delayed
lifetimes at large islands, leading to a positive slope. The results for the
samples with oxide grown between the Si and the tetracene are shown
in Figure 4.5. The delayed lifetime is related to the slowest timescale
fitted, $3. For the thermal blocking oxide, we find a slope of (!3.3 ± 3.8) ·
10!2 ns

nm . The pyrene passivation in Figure 4.6 shows a slope of (!3 ± 2) ·
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Figure 4.4: Simulation of the lifetimes of a tetracene slab on top of a quenching
silicon surface. The values are extracted from Figure 4.2 with a
double exponential fit. The delayed fluorescence describes the triplet
lifetime and can be used to identify a quenching surface. After
a certain thickness the quenching surface does not influence the
triplets anymore and the lifetime levels off. The prompt fluorescence
is not affected by the quenching surface and stays constant.

10!2 ns
nm , both compatible with the absence of any correlation between

island height and delayed fluorescence lifetime. The absence of a slope
with the pyrene surface passivation techniques in Figure 4.6 shows that
there is either no or only very inefficient transfer of triplet excitons.

Different silicon treatments can lead to different tetracene growth
modes and interface trap densities which could affect the triplet lifetime.
However, the tetracene islands of one sample experience the same surface
and environment, which allows us to compare these islands and observe
quenching for each surface.

The model we have described above allows us to simulate different
quenching efficiencies, from the simulations we can estimate that the
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Figure 4.5: The results of the lifetime fitting for the blocking thermal oxide
layer. Each data point represents one island. All three exponential
functions needed to fit the data do not show a slope within the error,
which excludes quenching effects at the interface.
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Figure 4.6: Lifetimes of islands on the pyrene treated silicon surface. All three
lifetime components show no slope so they are in agreement with
no quenching at the surface.
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surface quenching in these samples is smaller than 20 cm/s (Figure 4.13 in
the Appendix).

We note that our method cannot distinguish between the presence of
quenching at the interface by triplet transfer and quenching by charge
transfer, surface traps etc.. There are large differences in the silicon surface
treatments and presumably trap state density. We measured the surface
recombination velocity for all the surface passivation methods described
above to study the influence of trapping on triplet exciton lifetime. We
find no significant difference in the recombination velocity between
samples. This measurement suggests that the triplets are reflected at the
interface for all surface treatments, independent of any differences in trap
state density.

7.4 .,#.3-1',#

Any transfer of excitons would lead to a difference in recombination
velocity, independent of the transfer mechanism. Therefore, our method
cannot be used to distinguish between different mechanisms. However,
the mechanism for triplet exciton transfer must be charge transfer or Dex-
ter transfer, because Förster transfer is spin-forbidden. Dexter transfer is
the correlated transfer of two electrons where an excited-state electron
from the donor transfers into the excited state of the acceptor, and a
ground-state electron from the acceptor transfers into the ground state
of the donor. Alternatively, the triplet excitons could be quenched by
the transfer of just one charge. Any charge transfer, including Dexter
energy transfer requires the overlap of the triplet exciton wavefunction
of tetracene with the acceptor wavefunction in silicon. Wavefunctions in
excitonic materials typically attenuate exponentially with distance, so
that close proximity between donor and acceptor is important. All our
surface passivation layers are very thin (! 1nm), ensuring close contact
between tetracene and silicon. Another important requirement for ef-
ficient transfer is the alignment of the triplet exciton wavefunction in
relation to the silicon surface. The triplet exciton in tetracene is formed
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mostly by the pi-orbitals, which reside on the face of the molecule. Thus,
overlap of these wavefunctions would be most efficiently facilitated by
horizontal growth where the long axis of the molecule is perpendicular to
the silicon interface. We do not have a direct measurement of alignment
of the first tetracene molecules on the silicon surface. Different surface
passivation layers likely have different formation energies, leading to
different alignments of the first crucial tetracene molecules, however we
observe absence of quenching in all cases, indicating absence of wave-
function overlap. We note that the exciton wavefunction on tetracene is
very localized [6] (the triplet exciton wavefunction has a theoretically
calculated root mean square size of 0.35nm [97], experimentally measured
to be 0.38nm [6]) and therefore different in nature from the delocalized
Bloch-waves that form the silicon band structure. This difference might in-
troduce additional inefficiencies into the transformation process between
the two.

The energy of the triplet exciton (1.25 eV) is larger than the silicon
bandgap (1.1 eV) but this is not the only requirement for triplet exciton
transfer; the energy levels of triplet exciton in tetracene and the bands
in silicon have to align with respect to vacuum. This alignment should
be fulfilled in HF-etched silicon [76] but they may misalign with our
different surface passivation layers.

Since any of the bottlenecks discussed above can block the transfer of
energy, it is important to develop microscopic models and measurements
to investigate the rich physical system of the organic-inorganic interface.
In this paper we have described a method for sensitive quenching detec-
tion at an interface between tetracene and silicon by only using a TCSPC
lifetime map and AFM height data. Correlating the delayed fluorescence
and the thickness of islands with different heights allows us to detect
quenching of triplet excitons. Quenching is the necessary requirement
for triplet exciton transfer, which would be technologically interesting for
applications in singlet fission solar cells.
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Aromatic Monolayer Formation

Hydrogen terminated surface preparation

1 $ 1 cm pieces of n-Si (111) were consecutively sonicated for 10 minutes
in: acetone, ethanol and DCM. Subsequently the wafers were dried by
a stream of argon and placed in Harrick plasma cleaner connected to
a Harrick PlasmaFlo for plasma treatment. Followed by a purging of
the chamber with Argon for 5 minutes. After 10 minutes of plasma
treatment the samples were swiftly transported into a Nitrogen filled
glovebox, where upon the samples were placed in an Argon saturated
40% ammonium fluoride solution, to etch for 15 minutes. Next, the etched
samples were rinsed with argon-saturated milli-Q-water and blown dry
by a stream of argon [101].

Surface Modification Aromatics

The freshly etched and rinsed surfaces were then submerged in 2mL
neat phenyl acetylene or a 20% v/v mesitylene (in case of 2-ethtnyl
naphthalene and 1-ethynyl-pyrene) solution of the desired solution which
had been placed under high vacuum (10mbar) for at least 1 h prior to
submergence. The submerged samples were then kept at 80 !C overnight
as was described in previous surface modification literature [116] after
which the surfaces were washed with DCM within the glovebox and
prior to storage again sonicated for 10 min in DCM.

79
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Monolayer Characterization

Static Contact Angle (SCA): Static water angle measurements were made
with an automated Krüss DSA 100 goniometer. Depending on the size
of the modified surfaces 2-3 droplets were dispensed on the surface and
the contact angles were determined using a Tangent 2 fitting model. The
standard error in the determined contact angles is approximately 1°.

Ellipsometry

The elipsometric thicknesses of the samples were assessed by using a Sen-
tech Instruments type SE-400 ellipsometer, operating at 623.8nm (He-Ne
laser), and an angle of incidence of 70°. The optical constants of a freshly
etched hydrogen-terminated Si(111) surface were taken as n = 3.821 and
k = 0.057. The reported values are the result of a planar three layered
(ambient, monolayer, substrate) model with the assumed refractive in-
dices of 1.00 and 1.46 for the ambient and monolayer respectively. All the
reported values are averages of at least 10 measurements and the error is
approximately 0.2nm.

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectra were attained on a JPS-
9200 photoelectron spectrometer (JEOL,Japan). The analysis was per-
formed under ultra-high vacuum conditions using a monochromatic
Al K! ' X-rays (h. = 1486.7eV) at 12 kV and 20mA and an analyzer
pass energy of 10 eV . A take-off angle / of 80° was used. All the XPS
spectra were processed with Casa XPS software (2.3.18) and the binding
energies were calibrated on the hydrocarbon (CH2) peak with a binding
energy of285.0 eV .
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Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) of aromatic monolayers

Atomic Force Microscopy measurements were obtained by means of an
Asylum MFP-3D Atomic Force Microscope which was equipped with a
100-micron closed-loop XY-stage which allows for AFM imaging as well as
precise sample positioning. A minimum of two scans per modified surface
at 20 x 20, 5 x 5 and 1 x 1 µm were made in standard ACAirTopography
mode. After the measurements, a height and roughness profile was
produced using the AFM Analysis tool in Igor Pro 6 with a third order
flattening.

Interlayer Characterization

In this section we will be further discussing the obtained results of
the various aromatic organic monolayers on Si(111). The polyacene like
monolayers are also referred to as the aromatic surfaces.
Silicon functionalized with aromatic surfaces

All the aromatic functionalized silicon surfaces summarized in Figure 4.7:
silicon modified with phenylacetylene (Si-Ph) and silicon modified with
2-ethynyl-napthalene(Si-Naph), silicon modified with 1-ethynyl pyrene
(Si-Pyr), silicon modified with 1-ethynyl pyrene and backfilled with 1-
pentyne and respectively all three aromatic surfaces covered with a layer
of tetracene (Si-Ar-tetracene) are all functionalized with two aims in mind.
First, to prevent the oxidation of hydrogen-terminated silicon and second
to enable or enhance the previously explained Dexter energy transfer
into the silicon bulk. The following paragraphs will further elaborate as
to how these aromatic monolayers were characterized.

Characterization of the aromatic surfaces

After the aforementioned sample preparation and modification and prior
to any characterization, three samples of each batch were measured by
ellipsometry for a first indication of the quality of the desired monolayer.
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Figure 4.7: Overview of the different modifications of the various aromatic sur-
faces. First Si-H is modified with different SAMs to either Si-Ph,
Si-Naph or Si-Pyr. These surfaces then have 4-40 nm tetracene de-
posited onto them resulting in Si-Ph-tetracene, Si-Naph-tetracene
and Si-Pyr-tetracene. Alternatively, to prevent the rapid oxidation of
Si-Pyr one can backfill surfaces with pentyne to counteract immedi-
ate oxidation resulting in Si-Pyr-pentyne for example.
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Mono
layer

Theoretical
(Chem 3D, Å)

Measured
(Ellip, Å)
(±2 Å)

C:Si
(XPS, %)
(±2 %)

Measured
(XPS, Å)
(±2 Å)

Phenyl
acetylene

6.5 10 23.3:75.5 9.2

2-
ethynyl
naphtal.

8.5 12 25.9:68.0 11.0

1-
ethynyl
pyrene

10.6 14 28.5/71.5 14.5

Table 4.1: Overview over the different heights per surface. The theoretical col-
umn is found measuring the differences of the top and bottom carbon
in Chem3D, the measured column represents the averages of ellip-
sometry measurements, the C:Si ratio is obtained by the XPS wide
scans and lastly the calculated column logically follows from using
the previously found C:Si ratio in Equation 1.

The theoretical length of the monomer was assessed by using a model
of the completely stretched out monomer in Chem3D. This would give
an adequate upper-limit to what a completely sterile modified surface
would look like. Table 4.1 accordingly summarizes the findings across
several batches and several surfaces, note that the reported values are
averages of all the measurements. Additionally, the thickness of the layer
was also calculated by means of using the carbon: silicon ratio supplied
by the XPS wide scans and the following equation:

Thxps =&SiM sin (/) ln
#

1+
C

Si

$

with &SiM = 38.5Å and / = 80!, where Thxps represents the thickness
from using the C:Si ratio found by the XPS wide-scan, &SiM being the
attenuation length of the Si 2p photoelectron and / representing the
angle between the surface plane and the detector.
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Figure 4.8: A) Snapshot of Si-Ph surface with a Mili-Q-water droplet with an
SCA angle of 80°. B) A picture of Si-Naph with a Mili-Q-water
droplet with an accordingly SCA of 77° and lastly C) is the same as
A and B but now with a Si-Pyr surface also with a SCA of 77°.

Interestingly, both the measured and calculated heights of the func-
tionalized surfaces exceed the theoretical upper limit of the completely
stretched out molecule. The differences between the measured and the-
oretical values may be due to the uncertainty associated with the ellip-
sometry measurements (index of refraction, cleanliness of the silicon
etc.) [3, 127]; however, Jakubowicz et al. have similar ellipsometric data
when comparing p-nitrobenzenethiol monolayers on gold surfaces [54].
The ellipsometry data here can only serve as a qualitative support of
the “monolayer” nature of the adsorbed film and thus the interpretation
should be regarded with some degree of reservation until more evidence
is available. Nonetheless, several anstrom differences by ellipsometry and
an overestimation based on the carbon to silicon ratio by XPS also seem
to point that there is some physio-absorption. To counter this the surfaces
post modification are sonicated in DCM and toluene but the heights still
exceed the upper limit found by Chem3D.

After checking the initial quality of the batch several other experiments
were conducted to further assess the quality of the aromatic surfaces.
Amongst these tests is the static water contact angle. On every surface
a minimum of three drops were placed and for all three surfaces a
minimum of two different batches were measured. Comparing the SCA
findings (Figure 4.8) to those previously reported[3, 63] for Si-Ph it
becomes apparent that the static contact angles are smaller than reported
by Kondo et al.[63]. This difference could either be attributed to local
impurities or a not perfectly homogeneous monolayer. Additionally, the
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Figure 4.9: XPS data of different surfaces. Top row is the wide scan, the carbon
narrow scan and the silicon narrow scan of a Si-Ph surface. Middle
row is the wide scan, the carbon narrow scan and the silicon narrow
scan of a Si-Naph surface. Bottom row is the wide scan, the carbon
narrow scan and the silicon narrow scan of a Si-Pyr surface.

difference in SCA between Si-Ph, Si-Naph and Si-Pyr is hypothesized to
be due to the lower density of these SAMs. These surfaces would more
readily oxidize and therefore also show lower SCA values.

Having completed a first assessment of the various aromatic functional-
ized silicon surfaces, to either deem a batch successful or not, two samples
were submitted for further XPS analysis. Figure 4.9gives an overview of
the carbon and silicon narrow scans of Si-Ph, Si-Naph and Si-Pyr. In the
Si narrow scans the emission peaks of 99.5 eV and 100.1 eV correspond
to the Si2p3/2 and Si2p1/2 respectively (see Figure 4.9 right side column).
More importantly a flat baseline around 103 eV is present in all surfaces;
this is indicative of the absence of a silicon oxide (SiOx) layer. This is
of vital importance to the overall functioning of the proposed cascade
outlined in the theory section as the oxide would act as a pacifying layer
and thus the absence of it is key. Additionally, the absence of any other
distinguishable peaks aside from the characteristic C-C peak (285 eV) in
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Figure 4.10: AFM and height profiles of A) Si-Ph (RMS = 0.4 ±0.2 nm), Si-Naph
(RMS= 0.5 ±0.2 nm) and Si-Pyr (RMS= 0.3 ±0.2 nm)

the carbon narrow scan is a good indication that no carbons are bound
to other heterogeneous elements (see Figure 4.9, middle column) and at
284 eV which corresponds to the Si-C=C- peak.

Lastly, AFM measurements were taken of a minimum of two surfaces at
(at least) two different spots on the respective surface. Figure 4.10 shows
the 5µm areas of the Si-Ph, Si-Naph and the Si-Pyr modified surfaces,
below each respective surface are profile plots to give an indication of
the roughness of the surface. In the case of Si-Ph the upper and lower
limit vary between !400 to600 pm or approximately 1nm. Similarly, for
Si-Naph the upper and lower limit are between !300 to 600 pm, and
lastly with Si-Pyr the limits range from approximately !0.1nm to 1nm.
The respective RMS values are 0.4,0.5 and 0.3 ± 0.2nm for Si-Ph, Si-Naph
and Si-Pyr respectively.

Together, the acquired data suggests that various aromatic surfaces
were modified successfully and are oxygen free. The thicknesses range
from 9! 16Å which is within the typical Dexter Energy transfer range of
6! 20Å. Similar results were obtained by Garg et al.[35] especially with
respect to the SCA, ellipsometry and 1 $ 1µm AFM measurements. The
key difference is that in their research they were modifying hydrogen-
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terminated silicon with longer alkyl chains whereas in this research
exclusively ethynyl substituted polyacenes were used.

Thermal blocking oxide

For the samples with a thermal blocking oxide the silicon wafer was first
HF etched (2% HF aquous solution) for 3 minutes to remove the native
oxide. The samples were then transferred into a rapid thermal annealing
chamber and were heated under constant nitrogen flow of 1 l/min to 775 !C

and kept at that temperature for 10 s under an O2 flow of 1.5 l/min. The
resulting SiO2 film thickness was characterized with Ellipsometry to be
1.9nm and XPS to be 2.4nm following Lu et al. [74].

Tetracene evaporation

Sample Preparation: Tetracene was evaporated inside an Angstrom En-
gineering thermal evaporation chamber at room temperature below
7 $ 10!7 mbar. Tetracene was bought from Sigma-Aldrich in 99.99%
purity and used as is. The nominal evaporation thickness was 2nm at an
evaporation speed of 1Å/s. The samples were encapsulated in nitrogen
atmosphere using two glass slides and a rubber gasket. We use a sharp
needle to scratch a cross into the tetracene layer that serves as a reference
to find the same area in the AFM and the TCSPC setup and facilitates
the data overlay.

AFM measurement of tetracene islands

AFM was measured with a Bruker Instruments Dimension Icon atomic
force microscope in PeakForce tapping mode with Scan Asyst.
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TCPSC measurement

We performed all experiments in a home built TCPSC setup, using a
PicoQuant LDH-D-C 485nm laser, fiber coupled into a Nikon 60x water
immersion objective (PlanAPO VC 60x A/1.2 WI). The same objective
is collecting the photoluminescence. The excitation light is filtered with
a 488nm notch filter and a 500nm longpass filter in the detection path.
The detectors used are silicon-single photon avalanche detectors (Micro
Photon Devices, MPD-5CTD). The detectors are connected to a PicoQuant
HydraHarp 400 event timer with a repetition rate of 0.7MHz. The TCPSC
lifetime map is created by scanning a PI piezo stage. Control of the laser,
piezo stage and detectors is handled by PicoQuant SymphoTime software.
The average excitation density over time is estimated to be 80 W

cm2 .

('00-1',# &,("3

The Diffusion model uses the model of Piland et al. [95] as a starting
point and. Piland and coworkers use a coupled differential rate equation
for the density of singlets and triplets over time. We then add the 1D
diffusion of both triplet and singlet excitons to the differential equation
by using Fick’s second law, resulting in the equations used in the main
text.

The excitation source is modeled as a normal function with a variance
of 150 ps which is also a realistic value for our experiment. The excitation
function is also visible in light blue in Figure 4.11. We solve the differential
equations for each time after the initial excitation.

The following constants have been used: DiffS = 2.8cm2/s and DiffT =

0.0023cm2/s taken from Wan et al. [137]. kRad = 8 $ 1071/s, kIC = 0,
kISC = 0, kfiss = 8.3$ 1091/s, kee = 1$ 10!8cm3/s,

kSD = kRadS+kIC+kISC+kfiss+kee, kTriplet = 6.7$1061/s, kTS =

0.5$ 10!10cm3/s, kTT = 2$ 10!10cm3/s, and Excitation = 30$ 103µm!3.
The boundary conditions for the singlet exciton density are as follows:

S (z, t = 0) = 0 meaning there are no singlet excitons present before
excitation. At the interface dS(z,t)

dz = 0 at z = 0, so that there is no flux of
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Figure 4.11: Simulation of Singlet decay upon excitation pulse (light blue) for
different thicknesses of tetracene. The prompt fluorescence is not
affected by the thickness. The blue curve indicates the excitation
rate (in m!3ns!1).

singlets at the boundary of tetracene and silicon. The flux at the top of
the tetracene slab is also set to zero (at z = thickness).

The boundary conditions for the triplet excitons are set so that there
are no triplet excitons at time zero. At the top of the tetracene there is
no outward flux of triplet excitons, just as with the singlet excitons. A
crucial difference between singlet and triplet excitons in our model is the
behavior at the tetracene-silicon interface, for triplets we set the density
to zero at all times, which simulates perfect quenching at this interface.

We can also simulate a different quenching efficiency of the triplets in
tetracene for a wide range of thicknesses. We implement this by replacing
the boundary condition at the interface between tetracene and silicon.
Before the triplet exciton density was set to zero at the interface - a
perfect quenching scenario. Now we set the density the interface to
a quenching rate which is the y-axis in Figure 4.12. From this plot it
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Figure 4.12: Plot of the delayed fluorescence as a function of the quenching
speed, expressed in a surface recombination rate (m/s). The num-
bers in the plot are the delayed fluorescence lifetimes, with their
corresponding contour lines. The quenching rate levels off for
higher quenching rates.

becomes evident that below a certain quenching rate, here represented
by a surface recombination velocity of 1m/s, the lifetime change with
thickness becomes shallower. This would mean that it would be harder
to detect in the experiment, and the trend is also not linear any more.

We can use this plot to estimate a lower bound for the quenching
rate that we observe in our experiment. A crosscut along Figure 4.12

in the horizontal axis (S, quenching rate) and for low quenching rates
< 1m/s shows at which quenching rates we should expect a slope of
delayed lifetime vs thickness in our experiment. Even at 20 cm/s there is
a significant slope, so we can safely conclude that our quenching rate is
below 20 cm/s for all surfaces in the experiment.
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Figure 4.13: Horizontal cross cuts through Figure 4.12 in the low quenching
regime for specific quenching rates. Even at 20 cm/s there is still a
considerable delayed lifetime slope that should be observable in
the experiment.

Transfer Matrix modeling of absorption in tetracene

We calculated the absorption of laser light with a transfer matrix model
to investigate whether interference effects influence the absorption mod-
elling in our diffusion model. In the diffusion model the absorption is
assumed to follow the Lambert-Beer law.

The software used to perform the transfer matrix simulations is the
Python implementation of a transfer matrix model developed at the
McGehee group in Stanford [12]. The model assumes that the layers are
flat and indefinitely large, which is not necessarily the case in the island
structures we have on our samples.

We use the complex refractive index of air, tetracene and crystalline
silicon to set up the simulation. The incoming light is a laser beam
at 485nm, orthogonal to the substrate, with a FWHM of 7nm and a
power of 100mW/cm2, which corresponds to a current density of 40mW/cm2

(assuming an IQE of 100%).
The absorption in the active material, tetracene, is calculated as a

function of the thickness.
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of the Lambert-Beer law of absorption and the transfer
matrix calculations. The Lambert-Beer law is corrected for the
reflection at the interface between air and tetracene. The oscillations
on top of the lambert-beer absorption is due to interference effects
included in the transfer matrix model.

Interference effects on the absorption are included in the transfer matrix
calculations which leads to oscillations in the absorption as a function of
thickness, visible in Figure 4.14.

These are secondary effects are neglected in the diffusion simulation,
since the only change is in the initial charge carrier distribution inside
the tetracene slab. Small differences here would not result in drastically
different triplet distributions, and we have therefore chosen to use the
simpler Lambert-Beer profile. For samples where the cavity effects are
more severe one might chose to use transfer matrix modeling to determine
the initial singlet exciton profile.

In addition to the absorption changes from the cavity effect, the singlet
exciton can also change its lifetime close to a reflecting surface (Purcell
enhancement [4]). We note, however, that the delayed fluorescence lifetime
is determined by the slow triplet-triplet annihilation rate and not the
singlet decay rate, so lifetime enhancement effects of a dipole emission
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close to a dielectric surface can be neglected if the singlet fission rate
is much larger than the singlet exciton emission rate, as is the case in
tetracene.

'("#+'0'.%+',# ,0 '13%#(1

Procedure to identify islands in AFM and TCSCP data: In order to identify
the islands in the AFM data we first import the raw AFM data and convert
it into a grey scale image. This image as well as the TCSPC image is
then converted into a black and white image. Since the background is
changing slightly it is important to use a binarization function that only
takes the immediate surroundings into account. The binarized image of
fore- and background then allows us to dissect each island. The linear
transformation between both AFM and TCPSC picture can be used to
identify each island that are the same in each dataset. Figure 4.15 shows
the quality of the overlap.

9"'69+ ("+")&'#%+',#

The height of an island is defined by the mean of the top 25% of pixels.
This measure is more robust to outliers than taking the maximum but
still representative of the maximum height of the island. Figure 4.16

shows the difference between different ways of measuring the height of a
tetracene island for one example island.

0'++'#6 ,0 +.18. (%+%

By summing up the TCSPC data for each island we can fit the very low
intensity PL decay of the delayed fluorescence. Since the delayed fluores-
cence is several magnitudes less intense than the prompt fluorescence the
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Figure 4.15: Blue is TCSPC and Red is AFM data. The overlay of islands is good,
which allows us to compare AFM and TCSPC data on an island to
island basis.

Figure 4.16: All height values of one typical island sorted by height. Green:
maximum value. Blue: mean of top 25%. Red: mean of all pixels.
The line in orange are the largest 25% of the pixels, used to calcu-
late the blue line.
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Figure 4.17: Fit of two example islands of the oxide sample for the three-
exponential function with the MLE fitting algorithm. Resulting
parameter estimates and errors are shown in the inset.

number of photons in the delayed fluorescence is low and each photon is
important for the noise level.

We need three exponentials to properly describe the data. One for the
prompt fluorescence, one for the intermediate region and one for the
delayed fluorescence. This can only be seen as a representation of the data
and cannot be used to rationalize an underlying rate-equation model.
It is however sufficient to quantify the changes in each lifetime with a
change in height.

Since the we only have a few photons in the low intensity region of
the PL decay traces, fitting with an algorithm that uses the sum of the
least-squares is no longer valid. The least-squares fitting assumes the
noise of the data to be distributed like a normal distribution. In our
case though the proper noise distribution is poissonian since we count
individual photons. In most cases this difference is not important since
the normal distribution approximates the poissonian distribution well
if the mean is larger than 15. In our experiment the number of photons
per bin is regularly below 10, so we cannot use the least squares fit.
The proper cost function to minimize to find the best fit is the so-called
Maximum-Likelihood-Estimation. With this method we can define the
correct Poissonian noise distribution. We have implemented this algo-
rithm in &%+9"&%+'.% */. Two example fits can be seen in Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.18: Fitting of thermal oxide islands fitted with the standard least-
squares algorithm. The error bars are extremely large and the mean
value does not correspond with the MLE fitting result. Each grey
point represents one tetracene island, the red points are averages
of the grey points in a certain height range.

The need for the proper account of the noise can also be seen if we
attempt to fit the data with the standard least-squares fitting as imple-
mented in the &%+9"&%+'.% function NonLinearmodelFit. The error bars
are much larger and the mean value of the long lifetime is also far from
the real value retrieved by the MLE fitting. This is shown in Figure 4.18.

It has also been suggested in literature [95] to only fit the end of the
decay with one exponential as a way to measure the delayed fluorescence
lifetime. This however is heavily dependent on the starting point of where
we fit the data. In Figure 4.19 we can see that the slope of lifetime vs.
height we get from the tetracene-oxide sample is positive, negative, or
zero depending on the start value of the fit, eg. how many data points
are considered to be part of the delayed fluorescence. We therefore deem
this fitting procedure unreliable for our dataset.
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Figure 4.19: Slope of delayed lifetime vs. height for the tetracene-oxide sample
as a function of the start value of a mono-exponential fit. The value
of the slope and therefore the indication of quenching is highly
dependent on the start point.

1-)0%." 8%11'?%+',# &"%1-)"&"#+ -1'#6 89,-
+,.,#(-.+%#."

Microwave photoconductance decay (µPCD) measurements were per-
formed on a Semilab WT-2000 tool. After illumination of the sample
with a 200ns laser pulse (904nm, 1.2$ 1012 photons/pulse), photocon-
ductance decay is determined from the reflected microwave intensity (at
10.3 GHz), which is a measure of the free carrier concentration in the
sample. The carrier lifetime is then extracted from the recorded transient.
Lifetime maps were recorded with a 1mm2 laser spot and 125 or 250µm
step size. We can see in Figure 4.20 that the free carrier lifetime does not
differ significantly between the different functionalized samples and bare
silicon, indicating a poor surface passivation effect of the functionalized
samples.
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Figure 4.20: Free carrier lifetime in silicon for six different 10x10 mm silicon
samples. The top row are the functionalized silicon samples, with
Si-Ph, Si-Naph or Si-Pyr from left to right. The bottom row is bare
n-doped silicon <111>. We can see that the passivation quality is
comparable between all samples.



5 C H A N G E I N T E T R A C E N E
P O LY M O R P H I S M FA C I L I TAT E S
T R I P L E T T R A N S F E R I N S I N G L E T
F I S S I O N -S E N S I T I Z E D S I L I C O N
S O L A R C E L L S

This chapter is based on the following publication [20]:

Benjamin Daiber*, Sourav Maiti*, Silvia M Ferro, Joris Bodin,Alyssa FJ van
den Boom, Stefan L Luxembourg, Sachin Kinge, Sidharam P Pujari,Han
Zuilhof, Laurens DA Siebbeles, and Bruno Ehrler. "Change in Tetracene
Polymorphism Facilitates Triplet Transfer in Singlet Fission-Sensitized
Silicon Solar Cells" In: The Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters (2020)

Singlet fission in tetracene generates two triplet excitons per absorbed
photon. If these triplet excitons can be effectively transferred into sili-
con (Si) then additional photocurrent can be generated from photons
above the bandgap of Si. This could alleviate the thermalization loss
and increase the efficiency of conventional Si solar cells. Here we show
that a change in the polymorphism of tetracene deposited on Si due to
air exposure, facilitates triplet transfer from tetracene into Si. Magnetic
field-dependent photocurrent measurements confirm that triplet excitons
contribute to the photocurrent. The decay of tetracene delayed photolu-
minescence was used to determine a transfer efficiency into Si of around
36%. Our study suggests that control over the morphology of tetracene
during the deposition will be of great importance to boost the triplet
transfer yield further.

99
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Silicon is currently the dominating semiconductor material for solar cells,
but suffers from several loss mechanisms that reduce its efficiency [103,
108]. The largest loss mechanism results from the inefficient utilization
of high-energy photons. The additional energy between the Si band gap
and the high-energy photons is lost to heat. Sensitizing Si solar cells
with a top layer of singlet fission material can reduce this loss, and
theoretically even overcome the detailed balance efficiency limit of ! 31%
for a single-junction solar cell [7, 17, 30, 34, 37, 64, 84, 91, 104, 115, 119,
128].

Singlet fission is a spin-allowed process of creating two triplet excitons
from one singlet exciton that can occur in certain organic semiconductor
materials with delocalized !-orbitals [117–119, 124]. In this paper, we will
focus on tetracene, which consists of four benzene rings that are annularly
and linearly fused (Figure 5.1). Upon absorption of a high-energy photon
(> 2.4 eV), a singlet exciton (bound electron-hole pair) is formed. This
singlet exciton (S1) can subsequently be split into two triplet excitons
(T1) with each roughly half the energy of the singlet exciton. This singlet
fission process is mediated by a pair of spin-correlated triplets (TT ), based
on the kinetic model proposed by Johnson and Merrifield in 1970 [44, 56]:

S0 + h. ' S1 ' (TT) ' T1 + T1

where S0 is the singlet ground state, h. the incoming photon energy,
and T1 + T1 a pair of free triplets. In this model, the rate of singlet fission
is determined by the coupling between the S1 and TT states [80, 94].
Singlet fission competes with other processes (e.g. radiative and non-
radiative recombination and excimer formation), such that some singlet
excitons are lost and cannot undergo singlet fission. In tetracene, one
absorbed photon leads to close to 2 triplet excitons, as singlet fission is
very fast compared to other competing decay channels [11, 13].

In a solar cell architecture where the triplet exciton is transferred into Si,
the bandgap of the Si cell has to be smaller than the energy of the triplet
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Figure 5.1: a) Energy alignment of tetracene in the ground state (S0), triplet state
(T1), singlet state (S1) and Si valence band (VB) and conduction
band (CB) from the literature [13, 76, 131, 149]. The structure of
tetracene is shown at the top. b) Schematic of a singlet fission-
sensitized Si solar cell. Photons at or above the singlet energy of
tetracene are absorbed and create one singlet exciton, which splits
into two triplet excitons forming a correlated triplet pair (TT) via
singlet fission. The TT dissociates into free triplets which can then
independently diffuse to the tetracene-Si interface and transfer into
Si to generate free charge carriers.

exciton state of the singlet fission material. In tetracene, the triplet energy
is ! 1.25 eV which exceeds the Si bandgap of 1.1 eV, allowing triplet
exciton transfer [13, 76, 109, 131]. The Voc is determined by the low-
bandgap semiconductor Si and the photocurrent from the high-energy
photons can be doubled due to singlet fission that eventually generates
two electron-hole pairs from the high-energy photons of energy > 2.4 eV.

Triplet transfer to Si can happen through energy transfer or charge
transfer. In the case of energy transfer, both electrons and holes arrive in
Si concurrently. However, if either electrons or holes are transferred into
Si via charge transfer, the remaining countercharges in tetracene have to
be extracted by an additional contact [76]. Hence, if triplet energy transfer
into Si could be realized the resulting tetracene-Si solar cell would not
need an additional charge extracting electrode on top of the tetracene
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layer. Therefore, energy transfer could in principle enable a simpler solar
cell architecture and less added cost to silicon solar cell manufacturing.
As the tetracene triplet energy is higher than the Si band gap, transfer into
Si is energetically allowed. Figure 5.1 a) shows the ionization energy of
the tetracene exciton states and the position of the Si bands. The absolute
energy level of the triplet exciton ionization energy with respect to the
vacuum level is reported to be in the range of !4.0 eV to !4.3 eV [13,
76]. Figure 5.1 b) shows a schematic of the processes involved in the
operation of a singlet fission-sensitized Si solar cell, singlet generation,
singlet fission, triplet diffusion, and triplet transfer.

To date, the transfer of triplet excitons from the singlet fission layer to
the underlying low-bandgap semiconductor has proven to be the bottle-
neck for real-world applications. The extraction of triplets directly from
tetracene into Si has been investigated by several research groups. Piland
et al. did not find any evidence of triplet transfer from tetracene into
Si upon direct deposition and with a LiF spacer [95]. MacQueen et al.
reported a small contribution of triplets to the photocurrent upon direct
deposition of tetracene on a Si solar cell [76]. The reasons for inefficient
triplet transfer could be related to insufficient passivation of the Si surface
and the weak coupling between the triplet exciton molecular orbitals
and the electronic states in Si. Recently, Einzinger et al. unambiguously
reported successful triplet transfer from tetracene into Si with 75% effi-
ciency after passivating the Si with a thin

&

8Å
'

dielectric layer of hafnium
oxynitride (HfOxNy)grown through atomic layer deposition (ALD) [29].
The ALD-grown interlayer passivates the Si surface and is thin enough to
allow the transfer of triplets from tetracene into Si. However, this system
is very sensitive to the exact interlayer thickness and composition, and the
effect of the tetracene structure remains unclear. The transfer mechanism
is still under debate and additional self-passivation effects complicate the
interpretation.

Here we report evidence for the triplet exciton transfer in a simpler
system, from tetracene into bare Si, after exposure of the tetracene layer
to ambient air. We find signatures of triplet exciton transfer in magnetic
field-dependent photocurrent measurements and a faster decay of the
delayed photoluminescence (PL) from tetracene, indicating triplet exciton
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quenching. We correlate these changes to a change in tetracene morphol-
ogy as seen in X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra that show the conversion
of polycrystalline tetracene from polymorph I (TCI) to polymorph II
(TCII) [5, 112]. We propose that the change of tetracene polymorph is
important for the observed triplet transfer into Si solar cells.

:./ )"1-3+1

:.8.7 Triplet Signature in Photocurrent

Measuring the effect of triplet excitons on the photocurrent of a solar
cell is the most direct way of measuring the transfer of triplet excitons,
and is most relevant for the real-world application of a singlet fission-
sensitized Si solar cell. The final goal is to increase the Si photocurrent
from transferred triplet excitons. However, both singlet and triplet ex-
citons can contribute to the photocurrent. Therefore, it is important to
prove whether photocurrent originates from triplet versus singlet exci-
tons. To distinguish between singlet and triplet exciton transfer we exploit
the behavior of singlet fission under a magnetic field (see Figure 5.2).
Under a magnetic field of 300mT singlet fission in tetracene becomes
less efficient, resulting in a lower triplet exciton population compared to
the situation without the magnetic field [79]. The characteristic shape of
the photocurrent change under a magnetic field can be unambiguously
attributed to triplet excitons originating from singlet fission [29, 44, 144].
If the photocurrent from Si has the same magnetic field dependence as
the triplet population (blue curve in Figure 5.2 a)) we conclude that there
is transfer of triplet excitons into Si.

The photocurrent is caused prevalently by triplet transfer; the opposite
magnetic field dependence (yellow curve in Figure 5.2 a) would indicate
that the photocurrent is dominated by singlet transfer or radiative transfer.
The relationship between magnetic field and singlet fission efficiency (or
singlet/triplet populations) is not monotonic, below 50mT there is a
small dip in the opposite direction as described by Merrifield et al. (see
also Figure 5.2 a) [79]. This characteristic curve also allows us to exclude
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Figure 5.2: a) Schematic for the behavior of singlet and triplet population
in tetracene for photocurrent as a function of the magnetic field.
b/c) Magnetic field-dependent photocurrent measurements for b)
Si/SiOx/tetracene (control), and c) HF-Si/tetracene, both before (red
curve) and after (green curve) exposure to air. For both samples b)
and c) the positive change in photocurrent can be attributed to the
dominant contribution of singlets. Aging the HF-etched sample in
air flips the curve and leads to a triplet curve, indicating that triplets
are transferred and contributing to the Si photocurrent.

any other effects that the magnetic field could have on the photocurrent,
like a displacement of the sample, induced currents at the contacts, or
sample degradation over time.

We fabricated Si solar cells with an additional tetracene singlet fission
top layer. The solar cells are heterostructure with intrinsic thin (HIT)
layer solar cells with an interdigitated back contact (IBC). This means
that contacts are on the back, which allows free access to the front
surface. The solar cells are then encapsulated in an inert N2 atmosphere
between two glass slides to keep oxygen and moisture out. Between
the tetracene layer and the Si solar cell we used different interlayers for
reference measurements and to gain insight into the transfer mechanism.
We then measured the photocurrent as a function of an externally applied
magnetic field as described above. Figure 5.2 b) shows the magnetic field
dependent photocurrent of solar cells with an insulating interlayer of
! 2nm SiOx, which shows no signature of triplet exciton transfer. A thick
(! 80nm) Si3N4 (SiN) interlayer shows the same blocking behavior, as
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shown in Figure 5.6 a) in the Appendix. The photocurrent follows the
curve we would expect for singlet excitons, indicating that the singlet
excitons contribute to the photocurrent. Utilizing a HF-etch to remove
the blocking layer and enabling direct contact between tetracene and Si
(HF-Si/tetracene) does not change this behavior, as seen in Figure 5.2 c)
(red curve), which is in line with earlier reports [95]. The photocurrent
still follows the singlet exciton population, and no evidence for triplet
transfer is observed.

Si/SiOx/tetracene and HF-Si/tetracene samples were then stored in
the air under ambient conditions in the lab for five days and re-measured
(Figure 5.2 b) and c)). The magnetic-field dependence of the photocur-
rent curve for the HF-Si/tetracene solar cell, shown in Figure 5.2 c),
reverses for the air-exposed sample, closely following the characteris-
tic shape for a triplet exciton population, which is strong evidence for
triplet exciton transfer. If we encapsulate the solar cell and store it in
air, we also observe the triplet curve, although its emergence is then
much slower, i.e. after six weeks, as shown in Figure 5.6 b) (see Ap-
pendix), indicating that eventually, air enters the encapsulation. If the
HF-Si/tetracene solar cell is stored under a dry nitrogen atmosphere in
the glovebox (< 10ppm O2;< 1ppm H2O), we instead observed the sin-
glet curve, which was retained after six weeks (Figure 5.6 c), Appendix).
The strong difference in magnetic-field photocurrent behavior between
the air-exposed and nitrogen-stored samples indicates that air-exposure
plays a crucial role in enabling successful triplet transfer to Si. In Fig-
ure 5.2 c) the decrease in photocurrent at high field is around 0.2%,
which is comparable to silicon-tetracene solar cells with HfOxNy interlay-
ers [29]. In that study the self-passivation in Si, due to improved surface
screening by charge carriers at the Si interface, caused an increased pho-
tocurrent [29]. This self-passivation can lead to an overestimation of the
contribution of triplet exciton injection, and the effects of triplet excitons
and self-passivation were separated by a strong background illumination.
We performed similar experiments to investigate the self-passivation of
Si in our samples by using a strong (100W) xenon light source with red
light below the absorption onset of tetracene but above the absorption
onset of Si. This allows us to inject charge carriers directly in Si that
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Figure 5.3: The PL decay traces in Si/SiOx/tetracene and HF-Si/tetracene solar
cells. Both samples have been aged in the air under similar condi-
tions. The dotted black line represents the output from the kinetic
model; a) short-time (prompt) PL shows no difference in singlet
fission time and efficiency between samples; b) long time (delayed)
PL shows faster decay for the HF-Si/tetracene solar cell, which we
attribute to triplet transfer into Si. The inset in a) shows the PL
spectra of both samples.

cannot have originated in tetracene. We did not see an influence of this
additional light on the photocurrent change under the magnetic field
after correcting for the additional bias current, so we can exclude large
influences from self-passivation in the Si solar cell (see Figure 5.7, Ap-
pendix). Therefore, we can conclude that exposure to air leads to triplet
transfer from tetracene into Si. We also measured the external quantum
efficiency (EQE) of the HF-etched solar cell and the same solar cell before
and after aging (Figure 5.8, Appendix). After accounting for measure-
ment position variation, we saw a small increase in EQE over the region
of tetracene absorption, an increase likely within the noise level of our
measurement. The tetracene layer is thicker than the triplet exciton diffu-
sion length, and charge carriers are injected near the interface where the
passivation is poor, leading to little additional photocurrent from triplet
excitons [2]. The following experiments will offer additional evidence for
triplet exciton transfer and insight into the dynamics and mechanism.
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:.8.8 Quenching of delayed photoluminescence

To investigate the mechanism, timescale, and yield of the transfer process
of triplets into Si, we measured the tetracene PL decay both in the solar
cells and tetracene deposited on Si wafers. The inset in Figure 5.3 a), com-
pares the PL spectra of Si/SiOx/tetracene and HF-Si/tetracene solar cells
after exposure to air, showing the characteristic tetracene 0-0 emission
peak at 535nm with a shoulder at 580nm due to the 0-1 transition, and a
broad defect emission around 615nm. This defect emission arises from
structural defects in tetracene during the vacuum evaporation process [93,
135]. The PL spectra are the same for both the samples upon air exposure,
thus the PL spectra show no evidence of additional trap states from the
aging process in samples with and without the SiOx. The PL in tetracene
originates from singlet exciton emission. The PL decay shows a fast initial
component due to singlet fission at short times (< 1ns, prompt PL) and
a long-lived delayed PL arising from the triplet-triplet annihilation to
singlet excitons at later times (> 40ns, delayed PL). The prompt PL decay
is identical for the aged samples with and without the SiOx blocking
layer, showing that the singlet fission rate is not affected by the blocking
layer (Figure 5.3 a). However, the delayed PL component was faster in
the HF-Si/tetracene solar cell upon air exposure, which provides addi-
tional evidence for the depopulation of triplets in tetracene caused by
triplet transfer into Si (Figure 5.3 b). Since triplet excitons disappear from
tetracene because they are transferred into Si, triplet-triplet annihilation is
reduced which in turn reduces the delayed PL intensity. The PL lifetime
measurements have been reproduced with solar cell samples having a
SiN blocking layer (Figure 5.9, Appendix) showing no evidence for triplet
transfer, just like in the SiOx samples. The samples with and without
the blocking layer in Figure 5.3 b) and Figure 5.9 have been aged under
similar conditions, the tetracene layer was exposed to air in all cases but
we only see delayed PL quenching in the sample without the interlayer.
We can, therefore, exclude that oxygen quenching of the triplets leads
to the faster delayed PL. The samples with the SiN blocking layer and
HF-Si have been measured at different spots of the solar cell (Figure 5.10,
Appendix), and showed no dependence on the measurement position on
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the samples. To reconfirm the results PL decay measurements were per-
formed in tetracene deposited on Si wafers (i.e., not a full solar cell) with
and without the SiOx blocking layer, and similar results were obtained
(see Figure 5.11, Appendix). This ensures that the observed PL dynamics
are a characteristic of the HF-Si/tetracene interface, and that it is not
influenced by the presence of other solar cell components. Together with
the magnetic field-dependent photocurrent measurements, we correlate
the faster decay in the delayed PL to triplet quenching to the triplet
transfer process from tetracene into Si.

:.8.6 Tetracene Polymorphism

What is the mechanism of activating triplet transfer in the HF-Si/tetracene
samples after aging in the air? The activation could originate from either
a change in the tetracene or of the HF-Si interface or both. We deployed
X-Ray diffraction (XRD) to detect changes in the tetracene morphology
and X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy (XPS) to investigate changes on
the HF-Si surface.

Two different polymorphs, created by heated (TCI) or cooled (TCII)
substrates can form during tetracene deposition.

The TCII polymorph has different packing with increased distance
along the c-axis compared to TCI, resulting in a lower diffraction angle
in XRD along the (00c) diffraction [112]. Before air exposure, the XRD
spectra show the presence of both polymorphs with slightly more TCI
(20 = 7.3) compared to TCII (20 = 6.9) as seen in Figure 5.4. However,
after air exposure, the ratio reversed with more TCII compared to TCI,
suggesting a change in polymorphism in tetracene. The two polymorphs
have different intermolecular coupling strengths due to a difference in
molecular orientations that leads to a faster singlet fission rate in TCII
compared to TCI as reported by Arias et al [5]. The transition between
both polymorphs is smooth (Figure 5.12, Appendix) and is not triggered
when storing the samples in nitrogen for seven months (Figure 5.13, Ap-
pendix). We also observe a change in singlet fission rate, as the prompt PL
decay of tetracene deposited on quartz becomes faster after air exposure
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Figure 5.4: XRD of tetracene deposited on fresh HF-Si/tetracene and after 12 h
of air exposure. We observe a conversion of TCI to TCII.

(Figure 5.14, Appendix). To confirm that the change responsible for triplet
transfer is the aging of tetracene and not the aging of the HF-Si surface
we exposed HF-Si samples to air for different amounts of time, to grow
a SiOx layer with various thicknesses. We measured XPS to confirm the
growth of this SiOx overlay by monitoring the Si-Ox peak in the Si 2p
photoelectron emission narrow scan (Figure 5.15 a) and b), Appendix). On
these samples, we deposited fresh tetracene and measured the PL-decay.
Triplet transfer was not observed in these samples (Figure 5.15 c), Ap-
pendix) confirming that triplet transfer is not associated with the growth
of a SiOx layer, and the aging and subsequent change in the polymor-
phism of tetracene is related to the triplet transfer. Triplet transfer via
a direct Dexter-type mechanism is dependent on the overlap between
the triplet exciton wavefunction of tetracene and of the electron and hole
wavefunctions at the Si surface [24]. This coupling will change depending
on the distance and orientation of the tetracene molecules with respect
to the Si surface. Therefore, the change in the orbital coupling in going
from TCI to TCII and its effect on the triplet transfer efficiency is likely
crucial and needs to be investigated further theoretically. A recent report
by Niederhausen et al. that deployed near-edge X-ray absorption fine
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structure (NEXAFS), XPS, and density functional theory (DFT) calcula-
tions also suggests that different orientations at the interface exist and
could lead to a change in transfer efficiency [85].

:.8.9 Triplet Transfer E"ciency

To extract the triplet transfer rate and transfer efficiency we model the
PL decay data considering the singlet fission process as depicted in Fig-
ure 5.5 a) [5, 95, 141]. The singlet fission process in tetracene (with rate:
kSF) competes with the radiative decay (kRad) through the formation of
triplet pairs, which can then dissociate (kDiss) to form free triplets or
fuse back (kTT ) to create an excited singlet state. The free triplets can
decay with the triplet lifetime

&

kTrip
'

, or regenerate the triplet pair state
through triplet-triplet annihilation (kTTA). TTA results in the delayed PL
from tetracene and determines the triplet lifetime [10, 43, 95]. The popula-
tions of the S1, TT and T states can be determined by solving the coupled
differential equations as detailed in the Appendix. The S1 population
is plotted against the measured PL decay traces in Figure 5.3 (dotted
lines) for the prompt and delayed PL. The rate constants described above
were determined by solving the differential equation for HF-Si/tetracene
before and after exposure to air and using a least-squares algorithm to
fit the data as described in the Appendix. The rate constants obtained
are in agreement with the literature as shown in Table 1, Appendix. The
singlet fission time constant was determined to be 220 ± 1ps, which
is in good agreement with reported values of ! 75 ! 200 ps depending
on the crystallinity, grain size and preparation conditions [5, 10, 93, 95,
141, 148]. The faster decay of the delayed PL can be reproduced with
the kinetic model by incorporating an additional triplet transfer process
to Si without changing the other rate constants. The model based on
these kinetic equations reproduces the data for prompt (until 1.7ns) and
delayed PL (> 30ns) well, but fails to describe the decay at intermedi-
ate times between prompt and delayed PL. This is most likely due to
additional effects of triplet pair diffusion, which have been explained
by modeling that leads to a t!

3
2 dependence of the PL decay [113]. Our
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Figure 5.5: a) Schematic representation of the kinetic model used to deter-
mine the triplet transfer efficiency b) the triplet population in
Si/SiOx/tetracene (control), HF-Si/tetracene and in HF-Si after air
exposure predicted from our model as a function of time. The grey
area shows our experimental range of the PL decay measurements
(70ns). Transparent bands are 95% confidence intervals of the fitting
parameters.

intermediate PL decay data is also described by this function (Figure 5.16,
Appendix) [113].

From the kinetic model, the triplet lifetime is 85 ± 6ns in both samples
and the triplet transfer time into Si is 169 ± 8ns in the aged sample.
Figure 5.5 b) shows how the triplet population varies with time with
a faster decay of the triplet population in HF-Si due to triplet transfer
into Si. The growth of the triplet population in HF-Si corresponds to
35.7% ± 0.9% of triplet transfer. Our model is robust against sample-to-
sample variation, aging of tetracene on its own, and between wafers and
solar cell (see Appendix Figure 5.9, Figure 5.10, Figure 5.11, Figure 5.14).
Our findings show that efficient triplet transfer can be obtained when
the percentage of TCII is increased. Thus, to achieve even higher triplet
transfer yield into HF-Si, control over the morphology appears to be
crucial, so that TCII becomes the predominant polymorph. This also
suggests that apart from the complex HfOxNy interlayers used before,
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we can also exploit the tetracene orientation itself for efficient triplet
transfer [29].

:.4 .,#.3-1',#

In summary, we have shown that a change in the dominant tetracene
polymorph by air exposure facilitates triplet transfer from tetracene
into Si. The triplet transfer process is confirmed through magnetic field-
dependent photocurrent measurements, and the timescale of triplet trans-
fer is obtained from delayed PL decay measurements. We find that the
transition from the tetracene polymorph TCI to TCII is essential for effi-
cient triplet transfer. This suggests that the orientation (w.r.t. the surface),
and the packing of the singlet fission molecule is crucial for an efficient
triplet transfer process. Future research should focus on an optimal align-
ment of tetracene molecules by preparing a pure TCII polymorph on Si
and potential combinations of both interlayers and polymorph control,
which could lead to the optimal triplet transfer efficiency. This could then
enable the cheap manufacturing of singlet fission-sensitized Si solar cells.

:.7 ">8")'&"#+%3 ("+%'31

Solar cells

The solar cells are Interdigitated Back Contact (IBC) silicon solar cells
with a silicon pyramid antireflection layer and a ! 80nm SiN passivation
and antireflection layer. We cut the 4 cm $ 4 cm solar cells in three stripes
with a laser cutter. We use a wire bonder to contact the back-side contacts
to contact pads for the photocurrent measurements.
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Silicon Wafers

Silicon Wafers were purchased from Siegert Wafer GmbH. We used <111>
FZ-silicon, n-doped (Ph) with a resistivity of 1! 5+ cm, Double side
polished with a thickness of 0.28mm. We dice the wafers using a laser
cutter.

HF etching of solar cells

We dripped concentrated hydrofluoric acid (HF) solution (40%, Sigma-
Aldrich, as received) onto the top surface of the silicon solar cell with a
pipette. In this way the HF solution does not contact the metallic back
contacts. After 10 min of etching the wettability decreases dramatically,
meaning that at this point we have etched away the SiN which has a
lower contact angle than the bare Si surface. We then removed any of
the remaining HF solution from the surface by dipping the samples
sequentially twice in deionized water baths. Immediately afterwards, the
sample was transferred into a nitrogen-filled glovebox.

Tetracene deposition

We deposited 200nm of tetracene onto the silicon solar cells, and either
35nm or 200nm onto the bare silicon samples. The evaporation was
done inside a thermal evaporator (Angstrom Engineering Inc.), at a
base pressure below 7 · 10!7 mbar. Tetracene was purchased from Sigma-
aldrich (99.99% purity) and used as is. The deposition rate was 1 Å

s in
all cases. Encapsulation was also done inside the nitrogen-filled glove
box, using two glass slides, a rubber gasket and silicone glue. None of
the samples were exposed to UV light during storage and measurement.

Magnetic-field dependent photocurrent measurements

We measured the magnetic-field dependent photocurrent using a home-
built setup. The magnetic field is applied by an electromagnet, made up
by two Helmholtz coils and calibrated using a Hall effect sensor. The
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magnetic field is applied by sending a current of up to 5A of current
through the coils, resulting in a magnetic field of up to 0.35T. The field
is oriented parallel to the sample surface. The excitation source is a
520nm diode laser, installed in a Thorlabs temperature-controlled laser
housing. The cw laser power is around 10mW with a laser spot size of
approximately 1mm. The photocurrent is measured with a Keithly 2636A
source-measure unit. After each measurement at a certain magnetic field
we perform a reference measurement at zero magnetic field. For the
self-passivation measurements we added a 100W xenon lamp with a
550nm longpass filter, to only excite the silicon substrate.

Photoluminescence studies

Photoluminescence (PL) spectra and decay kinetics were monitored in
Lifespec-ps (Edinburgh Instruments) upon 404nm laser pulse (pulse
width ! 100ps) excitation with a repetition rate of 200kHz. The tetracene-
deposited substrates were encapsulated inside a custom-made sample
holder inside a glovebox prior to the measurement. Afterwards, the
samples were exposed to air and encapsulated again inside the glovebox
to investigate the effect of air exposure on PL decay.

X-Ray di!raction

XRD was measured on a Bruker D2 Phaser using a Cu Tube with 1.54Å at
10mA and 30 kV as a source. We used a Lynxeye detector in 2Theta mode
with a scan speed of 420 s per measurement. Each 7 min we measure the
diffraction spectra once. The sample was rotating at 10 per min and kept
inside the instrument during the whole measurement. We use a moving
average over 21 points to smooth the diffraction curve. After tetracene
deposition the devices were stored in a nitrogen-filled glovebox before
the XRD measurement. The storage time inside the glovebox was 1 month
for the sample in the main text and 7 months in the sample described in
the Appendix.
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X-Ray Photoelectron spectroscopy

XPS measurements were performed with a JEOL JPS-9200 photoelectron
spectrometer, using a 12 kV and 20mA monochromatic Al K' source.
The analyzer pass energy was 10 eV, and the take-off angle between sam-
ple and detector was set at 10°. Data was analyzed using the CasaXPS
program, version 2.3.18PR1.0. To measure the samples, the silicon sur-
faces with tetracene layer were transferred in an air-tight container from
a glovebox O2 < 0.01ppm,H2O < 0.01ppm to the XPS, to minimize
air exposure during transfer. In the XPS, a first dummy measurement
taking ~100 min was performed, to heat up the sample stage. This,
in combination with the high vacuum in the measurement chamber
10!5

! 10!6 mbar, led to the sublimation of tetracene from the sample,
leaving the bare silicon surface behind. The level of silicon surface oxi-
dation was then assessed by performing narrow scans on the silicon 2p
peak. The relative surface area of the Si 2p peak at ! 103 eV was taken as
a measure for surface oxidation.
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Figure 5.6: . Magnetic field-dependent photocurrent in a) Si/SiN/tetracene solar
cell before (green curve) and after aging (red curve) in air with no
change in triplet transfer behavior. b) Encapsulated HF-Si/tetracene
silicon solar cell stored in air for six weeks. The photocurrent change
flips from singlet to triplet curve, and c) HF-Si/tetracene solar cell
stored under nitrogen atmosphere in the glovebox for six weeks
without changes to the triplet transfer.
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To investigate whether the self-passivation of additional charge carriers in
silicon can lead to an overestimation of the magnetic field effect, we add
an additional red light with energy below the tetracene bandgap so that
the light is only absorbed in the silicon layer. The change in photocurrent
with magnetic field can be written as *I(B) = (I(B)! I(B = 0))/I(B) . If
we add different light sources, each light source will add current that can
also be dependent on the magnetic field. In our experiment we added red
light (leading to current IRed (B)) to the green laser (current IGreen (B)).
The change in photocurrent then becomes

*I (B) = ITcRed (B) + ISiRed (B) + ITcGreen (B) + ISiGreen (B)

!ITcRed (B = 0)! ISiRed (0)! ITcGreen (0)! ISiGreen (0)

Since tetracene does not absorb in the red, we set ITcRed (B) = 0. The
current generated in silicon directly does not depend on the magnetic
field, leading to ISi (B) = ISi (0), leaving us with:

*I(B) =
ITcGreen (B)! ITcGreen (0)

IGreen (0) + IRed (0)

We measure the current from only the red light at zero field and then
correct the magnetic field curve with the formula above.
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Figure 5.7: Change in photocurrent of HF-Si/tetracene solar cell under magnetic
field with different light sources. Illumination with the green laser
(red curve), illumination with green laser and red light (yellow),
and correcting the red curve with the formula described below. If
accounted for the additional charge carriers, both curves are on top
of each other and we can conclude that there is a negligible effect of
self passivation from the additional charge carriers in silicon.
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Figure 5.8: Normalized EQE of the silicon only, silicon/tetracene and silicon/te-
tracene (aged) solar cells in the region of tetracene absorption. These
cells correspond to the magnetic-field dependent measurements
presented in Figure 5.2 of the main text. The EQE is normalized to 1
at 600nm to account for variability between measurement positions.
The integral over the shaded area of 420nm to 530nm increases by
3.5% upon aging, a small number most likely within the measure-
ment error. The poor surface passivation and therefore lack of charge
collection at the interface, and the transport of triplet excitons to the
interfaces are the most likely reasons for this small absolute gain in
EQE.
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We model the PL decay from the solar cell with a SiN interlayer. The
data with the fit is shown in 5.9 c) with the resulting triplet densities
in Figure 5.9 d). From the fit we observe a triplet transfer efficiency
of 34.5% ± 0.01%, comparable to the 35.7% in the main text with the
SiOx interlayer. The error is dominated by the fitting error of the triplet
transfer rate, which is small. The kinetic parameters extracted from the
model for Si/SiN/tetracene (aged) are ksf = (258.6 ± 0.9 ps)!1; krad =

(12.5ns)!1 (kept constant); kTT = (10360 ± 750 ps)!1; kDiss = (1337 ±

137 ps)!1;kTTA = (9.6 ± 0.9) · 10!11cm3s!1; kTrip = (78 ± 5ns)!1. For
HF-Si/tetracene (aged) a triplet transfer rate of kT$Si = (171 ± 11ns)!1

and ksf = (217.2 ± 0.5 ps)!1 was fitted.
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Figure 5.9: a) PL spectra of tetracene show the absence of degradation and
additional trap states, and b) decay traces for tetracene deposited
on Si/SiOx, Si/SiN and HF-Si solar cells, showing no difference
between slope of the long-time decay for the SiN and SiOx blocking
layers and triplet quenching in fresh HF-Si. c) kinetic modeling of
the SiN vs the SiHF (aged) solar cell to investigate the influence of
the interlayer on transfer efficiency. d) Triplet population in tetracene
and silicon derived from the kinetic modeling shown in Figure 5.9 c).
The bands around the model in Figure 5.9 d) are 95% confidence
intervals.
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Figure 5.10: PL decay traces for a) Si/SiN and b) HF-Si solar cells sensitized
with tetracene excited on different spots on the solar cell surface.
c) Comparison of decay traces in a) and b) together to show the
reproducibility of the data in different spots and measurements. We
performed the kinetic modeling described on all nine combinations
of reference (SiN) and quenching (HF-Si) samples and get a mean
efficiency of 27.8% with a standard error of the mean of 2.0% and
a standard deviation of 5.8% which corresponds to the sample-to-
sample variation.
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We also fabricated silicon wafers, deposited tetracene and aged them. The
PL spectrum (Figure 5.11 a)) shows some difference in the defect emission
around 620nm upon exposure to air, contrary to the solar cells samples.
The decay dynamics show a similar behavior as the solar cell samples.
The initial singlet decay becomes equally faster upon air exposure in
both Si/SiOx and HF-Si, implying a faster SF rate due to the increased
concentration of TCII.

We applied the same kinetic model for tetracene on silicon wafers as
for the solar cell samples and the outputs are shown as dotted black
lines in Figure 5.11 c), together with the PL decay data. The efficiency
of triplet transfer is 48.3% ± 1.8%, higher compared to the solar cell
transfer efficiencies. The kinetic parameters extracted from the model for
Si/SiOx/tetracene (aged) are ksf = (235 ± 1 ps)!1; krad = (12.5ns)!1

(kept constant); kTT = (3407 ± 158 ps)!1; kDiss = (655 ± 24 ps)!1;
kTTA = (15.9 ± 0.7) · 10!11cm3s!1; kT rip = (141 ± 8.7ns)!1. For HF-
Si/tetracene (aged) a triplet transfer rate of kT$Si = (165.1 ± 4.4ns)!1

and ksf = (226.8 ± 0.4 ps)!1 was fitted. The kinetic parameters are
slightly different for these tetracene samples prepared on Si wafers which
can be due to different sample preparation conditions and batch-to-batch
variability.

To quantify the error introduced by different reference samples we use
a fresh, not aged sample as a reference and perform the same model as
before, seen in Figure 5.11 e) and f). The triplet transfer efficiency with
this combination is 58.7% ± 3%, around 10% higher than with the aged
sample as a reference. This apparent 10% higher transfer efficiency is
the effect of aging of tetracene. The kinetic parameters extracted from
the model for Si/SiOx/tetracene (aged) are ksf = (255 ± 1 ps)!1; krad =

(12.5ns)!1 (kept constant); kTT = (3109 ± 137 ps)!1; kDiss = (724 ±

27 ps)!1; kTTA = (10.8 ± 0.5) · 10!11cm3s!1; kTrip = (213 ± 18ns)!1.
For HF-Si/tetracene (aged) a triplet transfer rate of kT$Si = (164.8 ±

5.5ns)!1and ksf = (219.9 ± 0.5 ps)!1 was fitted.
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Figure 5.11: a) PL spectra, b) prompt, and c) delayed PL for tetracene deposited
on Si/SiOx and HF-Si wafers (thus not solar cells as in the main
text) with and without air exposure. The inset in c) shows the
prompt PL decay. d) The triplet yield as a function of time as
predicted from the model. The bands around the model are 95%
confidence intervals. Panels e) and f) show kinetic modeling with a
fresh Si/SiOx/tetracene sample as reference sample, to quantify the
influence of the aging of tetracene on top of the reference sample
on the triplet efficiency of our model. The inset shows prompt PL
and the different fit due the free fit parameter kSF.
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Figure 5.12: Ratio of peak areas of TCII/TCI determined from a fit of two
normal functions to the XRD data, with a fixed position for TCI
(7.2°) and TCII (6.8°) and free fit parameters of peak width and peak
height. We observe a smooth transition between the polymorphs.
The data in the main text (Figure 4) are the blue datapoints for 0 h
and 12 h. In black is a measurement of a tetracene film on silicon of
the same batch but stored in the glovebox for seven months (data
in Figure 5.13).
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Figure 5.13: XRD measurement of tetracene films directly after removing them
from the glovebox. Black when stored in glovebox for one month
(data also in main text), blue when stored in the glovebox for seven
months. We conclude that storage in nitrogen does not lead to a
polymorphism change. Data is normalized to be between 0 and 1
and smoothed with a moving average function over 21 data points.
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Figure 5.14: a) Prompt and b) delayed PL of tetracene deposited on quartz. The
change in the initial fast decay after air exposure can be attributed
to an interchange of TCI to TCII. The black lines represent the
outputs from the kinetic model using the fresh tetracene sample
as a reference and the aged tetracene sample as the quenched
sample. We calculate this to quantify the influence of degradation
of tetracene alone on our kinetic modeling. The triplet transfer
efficiency obtained is 6.5% ± 2.4%, which means that the effect
of tetracene aging alone on our model is much smaller than the
transfer efficiency observed in the samples with HF-Si and aged
tetracene. Panel c) shows the triplet populations as would be ex-
pected if the samples were on deposited on silicon. The bands
around the model are 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 5.15: Si 2p XPS data of HF-Si sample exposed in air for a) 1 min, and
b) 3 days. The difference shows the growth of SiOx upon longer
exposure. Tetracene was deposited on these pre-exposed HF-Si
substrates, and the PL lifetime of tetracene in panel c) is unchanged,
suggesting exposure of HF-Si to air alone does not lead to triplet
transfer.
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Figure 5.16: The kinetic model based on the solution of coupled differential
equations reproduces the data for prompt and delayed PL (black
dotted line) of tetracene deposited on Si/SiOx. The intermediate-
time region of the PL decay curve is dominated by diffusion of the
triplet pair states, which follows a t!

3
2 dependence [113]. Here the

t!
3
2 term was added manually to show the qualitative match with

the data.
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Di!erential equations

We set up the following set of coupled differential equations for all species
present in an excited tetracene crystal with SiO2interlayer:

dS (t)

dt
= ! (kSF + kRad)S (t) + kTTTT (t)

dTT (t)

dt
= kSFS (t)! kTTTT (t)! kDissTT (t)

+ kTTAT (t)2 ! kTripTT (t)

dT (t)

dt
= 2kDissTT (t)! 2kTTAT (t)2 ! kTripT (t)

dG (t)

dt
= kRadS (t) + kTripTT (t) + kTripT (t)

The additional quenching in the samples without SiO2 interlayer is
modeled by an additional quenching term (bold) on the triplet density T :

dS (t)

dt
= ! (kSF + kRad)S (t) + kTTTT (t)

dTT (t)

dt
= kSFS (t)! kTTTT (t)! kDissTT (t)

+ kTTAT (t)2 ! kTripTT (t)

dT (t)

dt
= 2kDissTT (t)! 2kTTAT (t)2 ! kTripT (t)!kT$SiT (t)

dTSi (t)

dt
= kT$SiT (t)

dG (t)

dt
= kRadS (t) + kTripTT (t) + kTripT (t)

The singlet (S1) produces a triplet pair (TT) state through singlet
fission (kSF), which then dissociates (kDiss) into free triplets (T). Both
singlet, triplet and triplet pair can recombine to the ground state (G).
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The radiative decay of the S1 state has a lifetime of 12.5ns (taken from
literature, Table 1). The TT state decays back to a S1 state with the rate
kTT . The free triplets can regenerate the TT state through triplet-triplet
annihilation (kTTA). The triplet state or triplet pair state decay non-
radiatively

&

kTrip
'

to the ground state. Upon air exposure, triplet transfer
to Si also diminishes the triplet population through triplet transfer to Si
kT$Si.

Fitting procedure of di!erential equation to PL decay

We are solving the differential equations above using ParametricND-
Solve and NonlinearModelFit functions in &%+9"&%+'.% 12.1. The initial
boundary conditions are S (t = 0) = 2 · 1016 cm!3 (the laser power den-
sity), T (t = 0) = 0, and TT (t = 0) = 0. First, we fit the reference PL-decay
to the prompt PL data between 0ns and 1.7ns and then delayed PL data
between 30ns to 70ns to the singlet population of the differential equa-
tions above (the PL is proportional to the singlet population for excitonic
PL). After 70ns the afterpulsing of our single photon counter starts to
affect the measurement. All parameters except for krad are free, with
literature values used as starting values. We use weights of 1/Ni for the
fit (Ni is the number of counts at each time ti) to account for the Poisson
counting error. We do not fit the intermediate part of the decay (1.7ns
to 30ns) where the triplet diffusion dominates (see Figure 5.16). After
fitting the reference sample we fit the data from the quenching sample to
estimate the transfer efficiency. We use the reference rate constants and
add a quenching term to the triplet state population. Since the tetracene
is aged in both reference and quenching data the other rates are assumed
to be constant, except for ksf which can vary slightly upon aging as seen
from the SiN interlayer data shown in Figure 5.11 e). We calculate the 95%
confidence bands for the triplet population by varying each rate by the
confidence interval, which assumes that the parameters have negligible
covariances. The triplet transfer efficiency is calculated from the triplet
population in silicon at long times after saturation (> 500ns) divided by
the maximum of the triplet population in tetracene upon excitation.
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Solar cell sample
exposed to air Literature

fs-TA on fs-TA PL decay

Si/SiO2 HF-Si single cryst. [5] polycryst. [148] polycryst. [141] Reference [95]

kSF Fitted Fitted

(220± 1ps)!1 (212± 1ps)!1 (124ps)!1 (120ps)!1 (90ps)!1 (180ps)!1

kRad Set to Set to

(12.5ns)!1 (12.ns)!1 (524ps)!1 (12.5ns)!1 (12.5ns)!1 (12.5ns)!1

kTT Fitted Set to

(6303± 304ps)!1(6303ps)!1 (360ps)!1 (1000ps)!1 (150ps)!1 (100ns)!1

kDiss Fitted Set to

(810± 36ps)!1 (810ps)!1 (439ps)!1 (500ps)!1 (600ps)!1 –

kTTA Fitted Set to

(9.2± 0.7) 9.2 0 1.7 0

·10!11 cm3
s ·10!11 cm3

s ·10!11 cm3
s

kTrip Fitted Set to

(85± 6ns)!1 (85ns)!1 (21.59ns)!1(62.5µs)!1 (20ns)!1 (200ns)!1

kT!Si Set to Fitted

0 (169± 8ns)!1 - - - -

1

Table 5.1: Comparison of rate constants determined from the above model
with literature values for tetracene singlet fission process.
TA = transient absorption; PL = photoluminescence
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In this work we set out to investigate the transfer of triplet excitons
and demonstrate a singlet fission solar cell. Since the transfer of triplet
excitons remains the main unaddressed challenge in the realization of
singlet fission solar cells, any progress in this area is of great technological
importance.

In Chapter 2 we saw quantum dots can be used to transfer triplet
energy, but the requirement is a very close distance between quantum
dots and a silicon surface. This distance requirement might be challeng-
ing if silicon is passivated by a thick passivation layer. The quantum
dot itself can also have passivation shells that are thicker than the oleic
acid groups we used. However, a main advantage of FRET compared to
photon transfer is that we do not have to engineer any photon collection
scheme in the singlet fission layer, potentially saving costs. It would be
interesting to see an experimental demonstration of the predicted r!3

distance dependency. This has been attempted in the Master Thesis of
Stefan Tabernig but the data was unfortunately not sufficiently clear to
distinguish different distance functions.

The different transfer schemes in Chapter 3 lead to different solar cell
efficiencies. It will be interesting to see whether this calculation increases
the efforts to search for singlet fission materials with lower exciton energy
and high entropy gain, to be used in a charge transfer singlet fission-solar
cell. The requirements for a singlet fission material that can be used to
manufacture an efficient singlet fission-silicon solar cell are numerous.
The absorption has to be strong and broadband at the right absorption
onset, the singlet fission process has to be efficient, the entropy gain
should be high, and the triplet and hole transport has to be efficient.

133
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Different schemes have less strict requirements for each of these, but the
challenge remains. Once a solar cell has been produced it should also
be stable for 25 years, since this is the lifetime of the base silicon cell. It
might therefore be wise to focus first on the easiest singlet fission-silicon
solar cell implementations.

Another problem we discussed is the detection of triplet transfer in
Chapter 4. It is often difficult to immediately produce a complete solar
cell stack with a singlet fission layer for each idea of how to facilitate
triplet transfer. Even if the triplet exciton is transferred it can still be
lost subsequently due to poor charge collection. One might therefore
discard interlayers or other harvesting schemes because the solar cell
is inefficient. This is only exacerbated for small singlet fission injection
currents that only slightly change the overall cell current. Our method
addresses some of these issues since a whole solar cell is not required,
which can speed up sample preparation and throughput. We compare the
triplet quenching of many different tetracene islands on the same sample
with the same deposition and measurement conditions. It is however
necessary to collect light from the recombining triplets, which is not
possible for singlet fission materials with ultrafast singlet fission, such as
pentacene.

During our demonstration of a singlet fission-silicon solar cell in Chap-
ter 5 we saw that the polymorphism of tetracene can facilitate triplet
transfer into silicon. In future work it will be very interesting to see
whether one can deliberately deposit one or the other polymorph to
control the transfer efficiency. The orientation of molecules at the buried
interface is not yet measured, which would give further insight into the
transfer mechanism. To increase our theoretical understanding of triplet
exciton transfer it will be worthwhile to develop a theoretical framework
of molecule orbital overlap with the tetracene wavefunctions and the
silicon bandstructure, which could be used to investigate the effects of
different interlayers and orientations on the Dexter transfer efficiency.
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At last, we have to ask whether singlet fission-silicon solar cells can
be on the market fast enough to compete with perovskite tandems and
contribute to the green energy transition. There has been good progress
recently, but fundamental challenges remain and the focus of the organic
solar cell community has shifted towards perovskite solar cells in the
last years. The author hopes that the successful realizations of singlet
fission-silicon solar cells lead to increased research interest.
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A B S T R A C T

This thesis explores the theory and experimental design of singlet fission-
silicon solar cells. Singlet fission is a process that can convert one high-
energy photon into two excitons of roughly half the energy. When com-
bined with a lower-bandgap material like silicon, singlet fission materials
can increase the efficiency of solar cells by using the energy of blue and
green part of the incoming light more efficiently. To enable this dream
we have to then disassociate or transfer these triplet excitons so we can
extract the additional energy in the singlet fission process and make it us-
able as a real-life electricity source. In this thesis we demonstrate several
theoretical and experimental insights that can help with the development
of useful singlet fission-solar cells.

%415*"+ 7 introduces the singlet fission process and its application
in solar cells. We discuss the difference between inorganic and organic
semiconductors and how that difference presents special challenges when
combining the two.

%415*"+ 8 describes how a thin layer of quantum dots can help with
transfer from a singlet fission material into silicon. We calculate the trans-
fer efficiency for the Förster Resonant Energy Transfer (FRET) mechanism
and find that, since silicon is an indirect bandgap semiconductor, the
transfer can only be efficient if the quantum dot layer is very close to
the silicon surface. We modify the standard FRET model to describe the
transfer from a dipole donor (the quantum dot) into a bulk acceptor
(the silicon) and find that the distance dependence weaker, predicting a
higher transfer efficiency than expected from the standard model.

%415*"+ 6 contains solar cell efficiency calculations for three different
transfer mechanisms. One mechanism is FRET transfer for which we use
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the FRET model from Chapter II to calculate a realistic but optimistic
solar cell efficiency that is much higher than of just the silicon solar cell
alone. Transfer can also happen by directly transferring the triplet exciton
via Dexter transfer, for which we find an even higher efficiency, if the
energy levels of the singlet fission material and silicon match well. The
last transfer mechanism we discuss is via charge transfer, dissociating the
triplet exciton at the silicon interface. This transfer mechanism has the
highest efficiency gains of the three and puts the least constraints in the
singlet exciton energies, but also adds experimental complexity.

%415*"+ 9 discusses a new method of detecting evidence for triplet
exciton transfer by quenching of the delayed photoluminescence of
tetracene, a singlet fission material, on a silicon surface. Detecting quench-
ing is necessary to determine if transfer occurs and we combined height
maps and photoluminescence lifetime data of hundreds of small tetracene
islands to correlate height and lifetime. We model photoluminescence
in the islands with a diffusion model and find that we expect shorter
lifetimes for thinner islands. We then apply this method to different
silicon surface treatments and find that there is no quenching in these
specific surface treatments.

%415*"+ : demonstrates a singlet fission silicon solar cell with energy
transfer of triplet excitons from tetracene into silicon. We detect the
characteristic behavior of the solar cell current under a magnetic field
and find evidence for triplet energy transfer if the protective layers of
the silicon solar cell have been removed and the cell with tetracene has
been exposed to air. We then use photoluminescence decay data and fit
a differential equation describing the different species in tetracene that
allows us to quantify the transfer efficiency. This solar cell is only the
second demonstration of a singlet fission-silicon solar cell and works with
a surprisingly simple geometry once the crystal packing of the singlet
fission material is favorable for energy transfer.



S A M E N VAT T I N G

van de proefschrift:

Overdracht van Triplet Excitons in Singlet
Splitsing-Siliciumzonnecellen

Experimenten en Theorie Omtrent het Doorbreken van de
Efficiëntielimiet van de Gedetailleerde Balans

Deze thesis onderzoekt de theorie en het ontwerp van singlet splitsing-
silicium zonnecellen. Singlet splitsing is een proces waarbij één hooge-
nergetisch foton kan worden omgezet in twee excitonen met een lagere
energie, elk met ruwweg de helft van de oorspronkelijke fotonenergie.
Wanneer ze gecombineerd worden met een materiaal met lage band-
kloof, zoals silicium, kunnen singlet splitsing materialen de efficiëntie
van zonnecellen verhogen door de energie uit het blauwe en groene
deel van inkomende licht efficiënter te gebruiken. Om deze droom te
kunnen verwezenlijken moeten de triplet excitonen gedissocieerd danwel
overgedragen worden zodat de toegevoegde energie van het singlet split-
singsproces kan worden geëxtraheerd en kan worden gebruikt als echte
bron van elektriciteit. In deze thesis onderzoeken wij enkele theoretische
en experimentele inzichten die kunnen helpen om de ontwikkeling van
singlet splitsing zonnecellen realiteit te maken.

4&&,(!*); 7 introduceert het singlet splitsingsproces en zijn toepas-
sing voor zonnecellen. We bediscussiëren het verschil tussen anorganische
en organische halfgeleiders en hoe dit verschil uitdagingen vormt wan-
neer beiden gecombineerd worden.
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4&&,(!*); 8 beschrijft hoe een dunne laag kwantumpunten kan
helpen bij de overdracht van een singlet splitsing materiaal naar silicium.
We berekenen de overdrachtsefficiëntie voor het Förster Resonant Energy
Transfer-mechanisme en vinden dat, daar silicium en indirecte bandkloof
heeft, de overdracht enkel efficiënt kan zijn als de kwantumpuntlaag zich
zeer dichtbij het silicium bevindt. We modificeren het standaard FRET-
model om de overdracht van een dipooldonor (het kwantumpunt) naar
een bulk acceptor (het silicium) en vinden dat de afstandsafhankelijkheid
zwakker is, waarmee we een hogere overdrachtsefficiëntie voorspellen
dan verwacht kan worden op basis van het standaardmodel.

4&&,(!*); 6 bevat berekeningen voor de zonnecelefficiëntie op basis
van drie verschillende overdrachtsmechanismes. Eén van deze mecha-
nismen is FRET-overdracht waarvoor we het model van Hoofdstuk 2

gebruiken om een realistische, maar optimistische zonnecelefficiëntie te
berekenen die een stuk hoger is dan de siliciumcel alleen. Overdracht kan
ook plaatsvinden door directe overdracht van het triplet exciton via Dex-
teroverdracht, waarvoor we ook een toename in efficiëntie vinden, zolang
de energieniveaus van het singlet splitsing materiaal goed overeenkomen
met de energieniveaus van silicium. Het laatste overdrachtsmechanisme
dat we bediscussiëren is ladingsoverdracht, waarbij het triplet exciton
gescheiden wordt op het contactvlak met silicium. Dit mechanisme leidt
tot de hoogste efficiëntie.

4&&,(!*); 9 bediscussieert een nieuwe methode voor het detecte-
ren van de energieoverdracht van triplet excitonen vanuit tetraceen, een
singlet splitsing materiaal, op silicium via de afname van de fotolumines-
centie. Het detecteren van deze afname is een voorwaarde om te bepalen
of tripletoverdracht plaatsvindt. We combineerden hoogtekaarten en de
levensduur van het stralend verval van honderden kleine eilanden te-
traceen om materiaaldikte en levensduur te correleren. We modeleren
fotoluminescentie in de eilanden met een diffusiemodel en verwachten
een kortere levensduur van het stralend verval in dunnere eilanden. We
passen deze methode toe op siliciumoppervlakken met verschillende
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oppervlaktebehandelingen en vinden dat er geen luminiscentie-afname
plaatsvindt bij deze specifieke behandelde oppervlakken.

4&&,(!*); : beschrijft een daadwerkelijke singlet splitsing zonnecel
met overdracht tussen tetraceen en silicium. Onder een magnetisch veld
kunnen wij karakteristiek gedrag voor tripletexcitonoverdracht waarne-
men in de zonnecelstroom. We vinden alleen bewijs voor deze overdracht
als de beschermende lagen van de siliciumzonnecel zijn verwijderd en
de cel met tetraceen is blootgesteld aan lucht. Vervolgens gebruiken we
verval van fluorescentie en doen een regressie-analyse van een diffe-
rentiaalvergelijking die de verschillende soorten excitonen in tetraceen
beschrijft, waarmee we de overdrachtsefficiëntie kunnen bepalen. Deze
zonnecel is slechts de tweede demonstratie van een singlet splitsing-
silicium zonnecel en werkt met een verrassend eenvoudige geometrie
zodra de kristalordening van het singlet-splitsing materiaal gunstig is
voor de energieoverdracht.
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through the cars of your train of knowledge
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It’s the psychic predecessor of all real understanding.

— Robert M. Pirsig, Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance [96]
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